PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY OF ASYMMETRIC NETWORKS:
AN APPROACH BASED ON DOWKER FILTRATIONS
SAMIR CHOWDHURY AND FACUNDO MÉMOLI
A BSTRACT. We propose methods for computing two network features with topological underpinnings: the
Rips and Dowker Persistent Homology Diagrams. Our formulations work for general networks, which may be
asymmetric and may have any real number as an edge weight. We study the sensitivity of Dowker persistence
diagrams to intrinsic asymmetry in the data, and investigate the stability properties of both the Dowker and Rips
persistence diagrams. We include detailed experiments run on a variety of simulated and real world datasets
using our methods.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
Networks are used throughout the sciences for representing the complex relations that exist between the
objects of a dataset [New03, EK10]. Network data arises from applications in social science [KNT10,
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EK10], commerce and economy [EGJ14, EK10, AOTS15], neuroscience [Spo11, Spo12, SK04, RS10,
Pes14], biology [BO04, HRS10], and defence [Mas14], to name a few sources. Networks are most often directed, in the sense that weights attached to edges do not satisfy any symmetry property, and this
asymmetry often precludes the applicability of many standard methods for data analysis.
Network analysis problems come in a wide range of flavors. One problem is in exploratory data analysis:
given a network representing a dataset of societal, economic, or scientific value, the goal is to obtain insights
that are meaningful to the interested party and can help uncover interesting phenomena. Another problem is
network classification: given a “bag” of networks representing multiple instances of different phenomena,
one wants to obtain a clustering which groups the networks together according to the different phenomena
they represent.
Because networks are often too complex to deal with directly, one typically extracts certain invariants of
networks, and infers structural properties of the networks from properties of these invariants. While there are
numerous such network invariants in the existing literature, there is growing interest in adopting a particular
invariant arising from persistent homology [Fro92, Rob99, ELZ02, ZC05], known as a persistence diagram,
to the setting of networks. Persistence diagrams are used in the context of finite metric space or point cloud
data to pick out features of significance while rejecting random noise [Car09]. Since a network on n nodes
is regarded, in the most general setting, as an n  n matrix of real numbers, i.e. as a generalized metric
space, it is conceivable that one should be able to describe persistence diagrams for networks as well.
The motivation for computing persistence diagrams of networks is at least two-fold: (1) comparing persistence diagrams has been shown to be a viable method for shape matching applications [Fro92, FL99,
CZCG04, CSEH07, CZCG05, CCSG 09b], analogous to the network classification problem described
above, and (2) persistence diagrams have been successfully applied to feature detection, e.g. in detecting the
structure of protein molecules (see [KPT07, XW14] and [ELZ02, §6]) and solid materials (see [HNH 16])
and might thus be a useful tool for exploratory analysis of network datasets.
We point the reader to [Ghr08, EH08, Car09, Wei11] for surveys of persistent homology and its applications.
Some extant approaches that obtain persistence diagrams from networks assume that the underlying network data actually satisfies metric properties [LCK 11, KKC 14]. A more general approach for obtaining
persistence diagrams from networks is followed in [HMR09, CH13, GPCI15, PSDV13], albeit with the
restriction that the input data sets are required to be symmetric matrices.
Our chief goal is to devise notions of persistent homology that are directly applicable to asymmetric networks in the most general sense, and are furthermore capable of absorbing structural information contained
in the asymmetry.
In this paper, we study two types of persistence diagrams: the Rips and Dowker diagrams. We define
both of these invariants in the setting of asymmetric networks with real-valued weights, without assuming
any metric properties at all (not symmetry and not even that the matrix vanishes on the diagonal). As a key
step in defining the Dowker persistence diagram, we first define two dual constructions, each of which can
be referred to as a Dowker persistence diagram, and then prove a result called Dowker duality showing that
these two possible diagrams are equivalent. Following the line of work in [CCSG 09b], where stability
of Rips persistence diagrams arising from finite metric spaces was first established, we formulate similar
stability results for the Rips and Dowker persistence diagrams of a network. Through various examples, in
particular a family of cycle networks, we espouse the idea that 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams
are more appropriate than 1-dimensional Rips persistence diagrams for studying asymmetric networks. We
note that neither of the 0-dimensional Rips or Dowker persistence diagrams are sufficiently sensitive to
asymmetry, and investigate related constructions in the framework of hierarchical clustering. We then test
these methods on a variety of datasets, and exhibit our approaches for: (1) solving a network classification
problem on a database of simulated hippocampal networks, and (2) performing exploratory data analysis on
a U.S. economic dataset, a U.S. migration dataset, and a global migration dataset.
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1.1. Overview of our approach. The first step in constructing a persistence diagram from a network is
to construct a nested sequence of simplicial complexes, which, in our work, will be the Rips and Dowker
complexes of a network. Rips and Dowker complexes are classically defined for metric spaces [Ghr14, §2],
and the generalization to networks that we use has a simple description. After producing the simplicial
complexes, the standard framework of persistent homology takes over, and we obtain the Rips or Dowker
persistence diagrams.
However, producing these persistence diagrams is not enough. In order for these invariants to be useful
in practice, one must verify that the diagrams are stable in the following sense: the dissimilarity between
two Rips (resp. Dowker) persistence diagrams obtained from two networks should be bounded above by
a function of the dissimilarity between the two networks. To our knowledge, stability is not addressed in
the existing literature on producing persistence diagrams from networks. In our work, we provide stability
results for both the Rips and Dowker persistence diagrams (Propositions 7 and 10). One key ingredient in
our proof of this result is a notion of network distance that follows previous work in [CMRS14, CM15,
CM16a]. This network distance is analogous to the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between metric spaces,
which has previously been used to prove stability results for hierarchical clustering [CM08, CM10] and
Rips persistence diagrams obtained from finite metric spaces [CCSG 09b, Theorem 3.1]. The GromovHausdorff distance was later used in conjunction with the Algebraic Stability Theorem of [CCSG 09a] to
provide alternative proofs of stability results for Rips and Dowker persistence diagrams arising from metric
spaces [CDSO14]. Our proofs also use this Algebraic Stability Theorem, but the novelty of our approach lies
in a reformulation of the network distance (Proposition 4) that yields direct maps between two networks,
thus passing naturally into the machinery of the Algebraic Stability Theorem (without having to define
auxiliary constructions such as multivalued maps, as in [CDSO14]).
Practitioners of persistent homology might recall that there are two Dowker complexes [Ghr14, p. 73],
which we describe as the source and sink Dowker complexes. A subtle point to note here is that each of
these Dowker complexes can be used to construct a persistence diagram. A folklore result in the literature
about persistent homology of metric spaces, known as Dowker duality, is that the two persistence diagrams
arising this way are equal [CDSO14, Remark 4.8]. In this paper we provide a complete proof of this duality
in a context strictly more general than that of metric spaces. Our proof imports ideas used by Dowker in his
1952 paper on the homology of a relation [Dow52] and renders them in a persistence framework.
Dowker complexes are also known to researchers who use Q-analysis to study social networks [Joh13,
Atk75, Atk72]. We perceive that viewing Dowker complexes through the modern lens of persistence will enrich the classical framework of Q-analysis by incorporating additional information about the meaningfulness
of features, thus potentially opening new avenues in the social sciences.
A crucial issue that we point out in this paper is that even though we can construct both Rips and Dowker
persistence diagrams out of asymmetric networks, the Rips persistence diagrams appear to be blind to asymmetry, whereas the Dowker persistence diagrams do exhibit sensitivity to asymmetry. This can be seen “intuitively” from the definitions of the Rips and Dowker complexes. In order to ground this intuition more
concretely, we consider a family of highly asymmetric networks, the cycle networks, and prove a characterization result for the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram of any network belonging to this family.
Some of our experimental results suggest that the Rips persistence diagrams of this family of networks are
pathological, in the sense that they do not represent the signatures one would expect from the underlying
dataset, which is a directed circle. Dowker persistence diagrams, on the other hand, are well-behaved in this
respect in that they succeed at capturing relevant features.
Even though we prove the Dowker duality result soon after introducing Dowker complexes, we note a
result later on in the paper that is analogous to the 0-dimensional case of Dowker duality and requires very
little machinery to prove. To describe this viewpoint, we segue into the theory of unsupervised learning:
we define two network hierarchical clustering methods, relying on the Dowker source and sink complexes,
respectively, and prove that the output dendrograms of these two methods are equivalent. We explain why
the dendrogram produced by such a hierarchical clustering method is a stronger network invariant than the
0-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram. One can verify that the 0-dimensional Dowker duality result
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follows as a consequence of this more general result about dendrograms, although we do not go into detail
about this claim. We also define a Rips network hierarchical clustering method, and remark that the Dowker
and Rips network hierarchical clustering methods correspond to the unilateral and reciprocal clustering
methods that are well-studied in the machine learning literature [CMRS13].
An announcement of some of our work will appear in [CM16c].
1.2. Implementations. This paper is intended to guide researchers on using persistence diagrams for network analysis, and so we provide details on a variety of implementations that were of interest to us.
The first implementation is in the setting of classifying simulated hippocampal networks, following work
in [CI08, DMFC12]. We simulate the activity pattern of hippocampal cells in an animal as it moves around
arenas with a number of obstacles, and compile this data into a network which can be interpreted as the transition matrix for the time-reversal of a Markov process. The motivating idea is to ascertain whether the brain
can determine, by just looking back at its hippocampal activity and not using any higher reasoning ability,
the number of obstacles in the arena the that animal has just finished traversing. The results of computing
Dowker persistence diagrams suggest that the hippocampal activity is indeed sufficient to accurately count
the number of obstacles in each arena.
Next we consider a network obtained from an input-output account of U.S. economic data. Economists
use such data to determine the process by which goods are produced and distributed across various industrial
sectors in the U.S. By computing the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram of this network, we are
able to obtain asymmetric “flows” of investment across industries.
As another implementation, we consider a network representing U.S. migration. From the 1-dimensional
Dowker persistence diagram of this network, we are able to obtain migration flows representing people who
do not have a common preferred destination. Quite possibly, this can be attributed to the heterogeneity and
diversity of the U.S. For a broader overview of these phenomena, we also study a network representing
global migration between 231 administrative regions around the world.
While our analysis of each of these experiments is by no means exhaustive, we perceive that experts in
the respective fields will be able to glean more insight from our work. Our datasets and software will be
made available on https://research.math.osu.edu/networks/Datasets.html.
1.3. Organization of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. Notation used globally is defined directly below. §2 contains the necessary background on persistent homology. §3 contains our formulations
for networks, as well as some key ingredients of our stability results. §4 contains details about the Rips persistence diagram. The first part of §5 contains details about the Dowker persistence diagram. §5.1 contains
the result that we have referred to above as Dowker duality. §5.2.1 contains a family of asymmetric networks, the cycle networks, and a full characterization of their 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams.
§6 contains details about the Dowker and Rips network hierarchical clustering methods, and an alternative
proof of the 0-dimensional Dowker duality result which follows from a stronger result about the Dowker
network hierarchical clustering method. Finally, in §7 we provide details on four implementations of our
methods to simulated and real-world datasets, as well as some interpretations suggested by our analysis.
1.4. Notation. We will write K to denote a field, which we will fix and use throughout the paper. We will
write Z and R to denote the nonnegative integers and reals, respectively. The extended real numbers
R Y t8, 8u will be denoted R. The cardinality of a set X will be denoted cardpX q. The collection of
nonempty subsets of a set X will be denoted powpX q. The natural numbers t1, 2, 3, . . .u will be denoted by
N. The dimension of a vector space V will be denoted dimpV q. The rank of a linear transformation f will
be denoted rankpf q. An isomorphism between vector spaces V and W will be denoted V  W .
2. BACKGROUND ON PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY
Given a finite set X, a simplicial complex is defined to be a collection of elements in powpX q such that
whenever σ P powpX q belongs to the collection, any subset τ  σ belongs to the collection as well. The
singleton elements in this collection are the vertices of the simplicial complex, the two-element subsets of
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X belonging to this collection are the edges, and for any k P Z , the pk 1q element subsets of X in
this collection are the k-simplices. Whenever we write a k-simplex tx0 , x1 , . . . , xk u, we will assume that
the simplex is oriented by the ordering x0
x1
...
xk . We will write rx0 , x1 , . . . , xk s to denote
the equivalence class of the even permutations of this chosen ordering, and rx0 , x1 , . . . , xk s to denote the
equivalence class of the odd permutations of this ordering.
Given two simplicial complexes Σ, Ξ with vertex sets V pΣq, V pΞq, a map f : V pΣq Ñ V pΞq is simplicial
if f pσ q P Ξ for each σ P Σ. We will often refer to such a map as a simplicial map from Σ to Ξ, denoted as
f : Σ Ñ Ξ. Note that if τ  σ P Σ, we also have f pτ q  f pσ q P Ξ.
Let Σ be a finite simplicial complex. For any dimension
k P Z , a k-chain in Σ is a formal linear
°
combination of oriented k-simplices in Σ, written as i ai σi , where each ai P K. The collection of all
k-chains is a K-vector space (more specifically, a free vector space over K), denoted Ck pΣq or just Ck , and
is called the k-chain vector space of Σ. Note that Ck is generated by the (finitely many) k-simplices of Σ.
We also define Ck : t0u for negative integers k.
Given any k-chain vector space, the boundary map Bk : Ck Ñ Ck1 is defined as:
¸

Bk rx0, . . . , xk s  p1qirx0, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xk s, where x̂i denotes omission of xi from the sequence.
i

A standard observation here is that Bk1  Bk  0, for any k P N [Mun84]. Next, a chain complex is
defined to be a sequence of vector spaces C  pCk , Bk qkPZ with boundary maps such that Bk1  Bk  0.
Given a chain complex C and any k P Z , one may define the following subspaces:
Zk pC q : kerpBk q  tc P Ck : Bk c  0u , the k-cycles,

Bk pC q : impBk

q  tc P Ck : c  Bk 1bu , the k-boundaries.
The quotient vector space Hk pC q : Zk pC q{Bk pC q is called the k-th homology of the chain complex C.
The dimension of Hk pC q is called the k-th Betti number of C, denoted βk pC q.
1
Given two chain complexes C  pCk , BkC qkPZ and C 1  pCk1 , B C qkPZ , a chain map Φ : C Ñ C 1 is a
1
sequence of linear maps tϕk : Ck Ñ Ck1 ukPZ such that BkC  ϕk  ϕk1 BkC for each k P Z . By virtue of
this property, ϕk maps Zk pC q to Zk pC 1 q and Bk pC q to Bk pC 1 q for each k P Z . Thus a chain map Φ induces
a natural sequence of maps Φ#  tpϕk q# : Hk pC q Ñ Hk pC 1 qukPZ between homology vector spaces.
1

Finally, we note that simplicial maps between simplicial complexes induce natural chain maps between the
corresponding chain complexes [Mun84, §1.12]. More specifically, given two simplicial complexes Σ, Ξ
and a simplicial map f : Σ Ñ Ξ, there exists a natural chain map f : C pΣq Ñ C pΞq, which in turn induces
a linear map pfk q# : Hk pC pΣqq Ñ Hk pC pΞqq for each k P Z .
There are two special properties of the chain maps induced by simplicial maps that we will use throughout
the paper. These properties are often referred to as functoriality of homology. Let Σ be a simplicial complex,
and let ι : Σ Ñ Σ denote the identity simplicial map. Let tpιk q : Ck pΣq Ñ Ck pΣqukPZ denote the chain
map induced by ι. Then for each k P Z , pιk q# : Hk pC pΣqq Ñ Hk pC pΣqq is the identity map [Mun84,
Theorem 12.2]. Next let Ξ, Θ be two more simplicial complexes, and let f : Σ Ñ Ξ, g : Ξ Ñ Θ be two
simplicial maps. Let tpfk q : Ck pΣq Ñ Ck pΞqukPZ and tpgk q : Ck pΞq Ñ Ck pΘqukPZ be the chain
maps induced by f, g. Then we have [Mun84, Theorem 12.2]:

pgk  fk q#  pgk q#  pfk q#

for each k

PZ

.

(1)

The operations we have described above, i.e. that of passing from simplicial complexes and simplicial
maps to chain complexes and induced chain maps, and then to homology vector spaces with induced linear
maps, will be referred to as passing to homology.
To introduce the idea of persistence, let pδi qiPN be an increasing sequence of real numbers. A filtration of
Σ (also called a filtered simplicial complex) is defined to be an increasing sequence pΣδi qiPN of simplicial
complexes, such that:
Σδi

 Σδ

i 1

for each i P N,

Σ δ1

 ∅,

Σ δn

 Σ for some n P N, and Σδ  Σ for each i ¥ n.
i
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Next, given an increasing sequence of real numbers pδi qiPN , a persistence vector space is defined to
νi,i 1
be a family of vector spaces V  tV δi ÝÝÝÑ V δi 1 uiPN with linear maps between them, such that: (1)
dimpV δi q 8 for each i P N, and (2) for each i ¥ n for some n P N, we have vector space isomorphisms
V δi  V δi 1 . Each δi is referred to as a resolution parameter. Since the family V is indexed by a countable sequence of resolution parameters, we denote the collection of all such persistence vector spaces by
PVecpNq.
Note that at each step Σδi of the filtered simplicial complex pΣδi qiPN above, we may produce an associated chain complex C pΣδi q. The inclusion maps ιi,i 1 : Σδi ãÑ Σδi 1 at the simplicial level become linear
transformations between vector spaces at the chain complex level. Thus we obtain a family of chain compιi,i 1 q
plexes tC δi ÝÝÝÝÝÑ C δi 1 uiPN with linear maps between them. Then by taking the kth homology vector
space of this family, for a given dimension k P Z , we obtain the kth persistence vector space associated to
pΣδi qiPN, denoted

pιi,i 1 q#

Hk pΣq : tHk pC δi q ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk pC δi 1 quiPN .
One can use the finiteness of Σ to check that the family of vector spaces Hk pΣq satisfies the conditions
defining a persistence vector space.
So far, we have defined persistence vector spaces that are indexed by a countable sequence of resolution
parameters, i.e. N-indexed persistence vector spaces. However, certain results in the persistent homology
that we will use throughout the paper are stated for R-indexed persistence vector spaces. We will now define
these objects, and show how to interpolate between these two notions.
2.1. Interpolating between N and R-indexed persistence vector spaces. Let V  tV δi
PVecpNq. We can now define a family of vector spaces indexed by R as follows:

ν
ÝÝÝÑ
V δ uiPN P
i,i 1

i 1

U δ : V δi whenever δ

P rδi, δi 1q for some i P N.
For convenience, define the following map for any j ¥ i 1 ¡ i P N:
νij : νj 1,j  νj 2,j 1      νi,i 1 .
1
Note νij is a linear map from V δ to V δ . Then for any δ ¤ δ 1 , we can define a linear map µδ,δ1 : U δ Ñ U δ
i

as follows:

µδ,δ1 :

j

#

id : V δi Ñ V δi
νij : V δi Ñ V δj

: δ, δ 1 P rδi , δi 1 q for some i P N,
: δ P rδi , δi 1 q, δ 1 P rδj , δj 1 q for some i

j

P N.

Note that: (1) dimpU δ q 8 at each δ P R, (2) all maps µδ,δ1 are isomorphisms for sufficiently large δ, δ 1 ,
and (3) there are only finitely many values of δ P R such that U δε  U δ for each ε ¡ 0. An R-indexed
family of vector spaces with linear maps satisfying these three conditions is called an R-indexed persistence
vector space. The collection of all such families is denoted PVecpRq.
Thus far, we have defined a method Φ : PVecpNq Ñ PVecpRq of passing from PVecpNq to PVecpRq.
µδ,δ1
1
We now reverse this construction. Let tU δ ÝÝÝÑ U δ uδ¤δ1 P PVecpRq. Let tδ1 , δ2 , . . . , δn u be the finite
set of resolution parameters at which U δ undergoes a change. Then for each i P N, we can define:
V

δi

:

#

U δi
U δn

:1¤i¤n
: i ¡ n.

We also define νi,i i : µδi ,δi 1 for each i P N. This yields an element of PVecpNq, as desired. Thus we
have a method Ψ : PVecpRq Ñ PVecpNq of passing from PVecpRq to PVecpNq.
Note that the elements in both PVecpNq and PVecpRq involve only a finite number of vector spaces, up
to isomorphism. By our construction of Φ and Ψ, and the classification results in [CZCG05, §5.2], it follows
that Φ and Ψ preserve a certain invariant, called a barcode, of each element of PVecpNq and PVecpRq,
respectively. Thus when proving results about barcodes, one can define constructions on PVecpRq and
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transport them to PVecpNq, and vice versa. In the following section, we go into detail about the barcodes
referred to above.
2.2. Persistence diagrams and barcodes. To each persistence vector space, one may associate a multiset
of intervals, called a persistence barcode or persistence diagram. This barcode is a full invariant of a persistence vector space [ZC05], and it has the following natural interpretation: given a barcode corresponding
to a persistence vector space obtained from a filtered simplicial complex Σ, the long bars correspond to
meaningful features of Σ, whereas the short bars correspond to noise or artifacts in the data. The standard
treatment of persistence barcodes and diagrams appear in [ZC05] and [ELZ02]. We follow a more modern
presentation that appeared in [EJM15]. To build intuition, we refer the reader to Figure 1.
νi,i 1
Let V  tV δi ÝÝÝÑ V δi 1 qiPN P PVecpNq. Because all but finitely many of the ν , 1 maps are
isomorphisms, one may choose a basis pBi qiPN for each V δi , i P N, such that νi,i 1 |Bi is injective for each
i P N, and
rankpνi,i

Here νi,i
define:

q  cardpimpνi,i 1|B q X Bi 1q, for each i P N [EJM15, Basis Lemma].
1 |B denotes the restriction of νi,i 1 to the set Bi . Fix such a collection pBi qiPN of bases.
1

i

i

Next

L : tpb, iq : b P Bi , b R impνi1,i q, i P t2, 3, 4, . . .uu Y tpb, 1q : b P B1 u.
Next define a map ` : L Ñ N as follows:
`pb, iq : suptk

P N : νik pbq P Bi

1, b

P Biu.

The persistence barcode of V is then defined to be the following multiset of intervals
PerspV q :





rδi, δj 1q : there existspb, iq P L such that `pb, iq  j ,
where the bracket notation denotes taking the multiset and the multiplicity of rδi , δj 1 q is the number of
elements pb, iq P L such that `pb, iq  j.

These intervals, which are called persistence intervals, are then represented as a set of lines over a single
axis. Equivalently, the intervals in PerspV q can be visualized as a multiset of points lying on or above the
2
diagonal in R , counted with multiplicity. This is the case for the persistence diagram of V, which is defined
as follows:


2
DgmpV q : pδi , δj 1 q P R : rδi , δj 1 q P PerspV q ,
where the multiplicity of pδi , δj

1

q P R2 is given by the multiplicity of rδi, δj 1q P PerspV q.

F IGURE 1. Intuition behind a persistence barcode. Let i P N, and consider a sequence
of vector spaces Vi , Vi 1 , Vi 2 , Vi 3 as above, with linear maps tνi,i 1 , νi 1,i 2 , νi 2,i 3 u.
The dark dots represent basis elements, where the bases are chosen such that νi,i 1 maps
the basis elements of Vi to those of Vi 1 , and so on. Such a choice of basis is possible by
performing row and column operations on the matrices of the linear maps [EJM15, Basis
Lemma]. The persistence barcode of this sequence can then be read off from the “strings”
joining the dots. In this case, the barcode is the collection tri, i 1s, ri, i 3s, ri 1, i 2su.
Note that when these intervals are read in Z, they are the same as the half-open intervals
one would expect from the definition of the persistence barcode given above.
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The bottleneck distance between persistence diagrams, and more generally between multisets A, B of
2
points in R , is defined as follows:
"

*

dB pA, B q : inf sup }a  ϕpaq}8 : ϕ : A Y ∆8 Ñ B Y ∆8 a bijection .
aPA
1
1
Here }pp, q qpp , q q}8 : maxp|p  p1 |, |q  q 1 |q for each p, q, p1 , q 1 P R, and ∆8 is the multiset consisting
of each point on the diagonal, taken with infinite multiplicity.

Remark 1. From the definition of bottleneck distance, it follows that points in a persistence diagram
DgmpV q that belong to the diagonal do not contribute to the bottleneck distance between DgmpV q and
another diagram DgmpU q. Thus whenever we describe a persistence diagram as being trivial, we mean that
either it is empty, or it does not have any off-diagonal points.
There are numerous equivalent ways of formulating the definitions we have provided in this section. For
more details, we refer the reader to [CDS10, EJM15, EH10, ELZ02, ZC05, BL14].
2.3. Interleaving distance and stability of persistence vector spaces. In what follows, we will consider
R-indexed persistence vector spaces PVecpRq.
νδ,δ1
µδ,δ1
1
Given ε ¥ 0, two R-indexed persistence vector spaces V  tV δ ÝÝÑ V δ uδ¤δ1 and U  tU δ ÝÝÝÑ
1
U δ uδ¤δ1 are said to be ε-interleaved [CCSG 09a, BL14] if there exist two families of linear maps

tϕδ,δ
tψδ,δ

Ñ V δ εuδPR,
δ
δ ε
uδPR
ε :U ÑU
such that the following diagrams commute for all δ 1 ¥ δ P R:
Vδ

νδ,δ1

Vδ

νδ,δ

Vδ

:Vδ

1

Vδ

ϕδ1

ϕδ

Uδ

ε

ε

µδ

η,δ

1

ε

ψδ
η

Uδ

2ε

Vδ

1

ε

Uδ

µδ,δ1

2ε

Uδ
Vδ

ϕδ

ε

η,δ

1

Vδ

1

ε

ε
ψδ

µδ,δ

η

ψδ1

1

ψδ
ϕδ

νδ

ε

2ε

Uδ ε
Uδ
U δ 2η
The purpose of introducing ε-interleavings is to define a pseudometric on the collection of persistence
vector spaces. The interleaving distance between two R-indexed persistence vector spaces V, U is given by:
dI pU, V q : inf tε ¥ 0 : U and V are ε-interleavedu .

One can verify that this definition induces a pseudometric on the collection of persistence vector spaces
[CCSG 09a, BL14]. The interleaving distance can then be related to the bottleneck distance as follows:
Theorem 2 (Algebraic Stability Theorem, [CCSG 09a]). Let U, V be two R-indexed persistence vector
spaces. Then,
dB pDgmpU q, DgmpV qq ¤ dI pU, V q.
Stability results are at the core of persistent homology, beginning with the classical bottleneck stability
result in [CSEH07]. One of our key contributions is to use the Algebraic Stability Theorem stated above,
along with Lemma §3 stated below, to prove stability results for methods of computing persistent homology
of a network.
Before stating the following lemma, recall that two simplicial maps f, g : Σ Ñ Ξ are contiguous if for
any simplex σ P Σ, f pσ q Y g pσ q is a simplex of Ξ. Note that if f, g are contiguous maps, then their induced
chain maps are chain homotopic, and as a result, the induced maps f# and g# for homology are equal
[Mun84, Theorem 12.5].
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Lemma 3 (Stability Lemma). Let F, G be two filtered simplicial complexes written as
"
*
!
)
s
t
δ δ,δ1
δ1
δ δ,δ1
δ1
F ÝÝÑ F
and G ÝÝÑ G
,
δ 1 ¥δ PR
1
δ

¥δPR

where sδ,δ1 and tδ,δ1 denote the natural
inclusion maps. Suppose
(
( η ¥ 0 is such that there exist families of
δ
δ
η
δ
δ
η
simplicial maps ϕδ : F Ñ G
and ψδ : G Ñ F
such that the following are satisfied for
δ PR
δ PR
any δ 1 ¥ δ:
(1) tδ η,δ1 η  ϕδ and ϕδ1  sδ,δ1 are contiguous
(2) sδ η,δ1 η  ψδ and ψδ1  tδ,δ1 are contiguous
(3) ψδ η  ϕδ and sδ,δ 2η are contiguous
(4) ϕδ η  ψδ and tδ,δ 2η are contiguous.
All the diagrams are as below:
Fδ

sδ,δ1

Fδ

1
ϕδ 1

ϕδ

Gδ
sδ,δ

Fδ

Fδ

η

tδ

η,δ

2η

1

Fδ

η

sδ

η,δ

ψδ
η

Gδ

1

η

tδ,δ1

Gδ

Gδ

η

Fδ

ψδ

Gδ

η

η

Gδ

1

η

η
ϕδ

ψδ

ϕδ

Fδ

ψδ1

1

2η

1

tδ,δ

2η

η

Gδ

2η

For each k P Z , let Hk pFq, Hk pGq denote the k-dimensional persistence vector spaces associated to F
and G. Then for each k P Z ,
dB pDgmk pHk pFqq, Dgmk pHk pGqqq ¤ dI pHk pFq, Hk pGqq ¤ η.

Proof of Lemma 3. The first inequality holds by the Algebraic Stability Theorem. For the second inequality,
note that the contiguous simplicial maps in the diagrams above induce chain maps between the corresponding chain complexes, and these in turn induce equal linear maps at the level of homology vector spaces. To
be more precise, first consider the maps tδ η,δ1 η  ϕδ and ϕδ1  sδ,δ1 . These simplicial maps induce linear
1
maps ptδ η,δ1 η  ϕδ q# , pϕδ1  sδ,δ1 q# : Hk pFδ q Ñ Hk pGδ η q. Because the simplicial maps are assumed
to be contiguous, we have:
ptδ η,δ1 η  ϕδ q#  pϕδ1  sδ,δ1 q#.
By invoking functoriality of homology, we then have:

pt δ

q  pϕδ q#  pϕδ1 q#  psδ,δ1 q#.

η,δ 1 η #

Analogous results hold for the other pairs of contiguous maps. Thus we obtain commutative diagrams upon
passing to homology, and so Hk pFq, Hk pGq are η-interleaved for each k P Z . Thus we get:
dI pHk pFq, Hk pGqq ¤ η.



3. BACKGROUND ON NETWORKS AND OUR NETWORK DISTANCE
A network is a pair pX, ωX q where X is a finite set and ωX : X  X Ñ R is a weight function.
Note that ωX need not satisfy the triangle inequality, any symmetry condition, or even the requirement that
ωX px, xq  0 for all x P X. The weights are even allowed to be negative. The collection of all such
networks is denoted N .
1 q, a natural method is to
When comparing networks of the same size, e.g. two networks pX, ωX q, pX, ωX
consider the `8 distance:

1
1
1
}ωX  ωX1 }8 : x,x
max
1 PX |ωX px, x q  ωX px, x q|.
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But one would naturally want a generalization of the `8 distance that works for networks having different
sizes. In this case, one needs a way to correlate points in one network with points in the other. To see how
this can be done, let pX, ωX q, pY, ωY q P N . Let R be any nonempty relation between X and Y , i.e. a
nonempty subset of X  Y . The distortion of the relation R is given by:
dispRq :

max

px,yq,px1 ,y1 qPR

|ωX px, x1q  ωY py, y1q|.

A correspondence between X and Y is a relation R between X and Y such that πX pRq  X and
πY pRq  Y , where πX : X  Y Ñ X and πY : X  Y Ñ Y denote the natural projections. The collection
of all correspondences between X and Y will be denoted R pX, Y q.
Following previous work in [CMRS14, CM15, CM16a] the network distance dN : N  N Ñ R is then
defined as:
1
dN pX, Y q : min dispRq.
2 RPR
It can be verified that dN as defined above is a pseudometric, and that the networks at 0-distance can
be completely characterized [CM15]. Next we wish to prove the reformulation in Proposition 4. First
we define the distortion of a map between two networks. Given any pX, ωX q, pY, ωY q P N and a map
ϕ : pX, ωX q Ñ pY, ωY q, the distortion of ϕ is defined as:
dispϕq : max
|ωX px, x1q  ωY pϕpxq, ϕpx1qq|.
x,x1 PX

Next, given maps ϕ : pX, ωX q Ñ pY, ωY q and ψ : pY, ωY q Ñ pX, ωX q, the co-distortion of pϕ, ψ q is
defined as:
C pϕ, ψ q : max |ωX px, ψ py qq  ωY pϕpxq, y q|.

P

P

x X,y Y

Proposition 4. Let pX, ωX q, pY, ωY q P N . Then,
dN pX, Y q 

1
2

inf tmaxpdispϕq, dispψ q, C pϕ, ψ qq : ϕ : X

Ñ Y, ψ : Y Ñ X any mapsu.

Proof. First we show the “¥” case. Let η  dN pX, Y q, and let R be a correspondence such that dispRq 
2η. We can define maps ϕ : X Ñ Y and ψ : Y Ñ X as follows: for each x P X, set ϕpxq  y for some y
such that px, y q P R. Similarly, for each y P Y , set ψ py q  x for some x such that px, y q P R. Thus for any
x P X, y P Y , we obtain |ωX px, ψ py qq  ωY pϕpxq, y q| ¤ 2η. So C pϕ, ψ q ¤ 2η. Also for any x, x1 P X,
we have px, ϕpxqq, px1 , ϕpx1 qq P R. Thus we also have

|ωX px, x1q  ωY pϕpxq, ϕpx1qq| ¤ 2η.
So dispϕq ¤ 2η and similarly dispψ q ¤ 2η. This proves the “¥” case.
For the “¤” case, suppose ϕ, ψ are given, and 21 maxpdispϕq, dispψ q, C pϕ, ψ qq  ε.
Let RX  tpx, ϕpxq : x P X u and let RY  tpψ py q, y q : y P Y u. Then R  RX Y RY is a correspondence. We wish to show that for any z  pa, bq, z 1  pa1 , b1 q P R,
|ωX pa, a1q  ωY pb, b1q| ¤ 2η.
This will show that dispRq ¤ 2η, and so dN pX, Y q ¤ η.
To see this, let z, z 1 P R. Note that there are four cases: (1) z, z 1 P RX , (2) z, z 1 P RY , (3) z P RX , z 1 P
RY , and (4) z P RY , z 1 P RX . In the first two cases, the desired inequality follows because dispϕq, dispψ q ¤
2η. The inequality in the last two cases follows because C pϕ, ψ q ¤ 2η. Thus dN pX, Y q ¤ η.

Remark 5. Proposition 4 is analogous to a result of Kalton and Ostrovskii [KO97, Theorem 2.1] which
involves the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between metric spaces. In particular, we remark that when restricted to the special case of networks that are also metric spaces, the network distance dN agrees with the
Gromov-Hausdorff distance. Details on the Gromov-Hausdorff distance can be found in [BBI01].
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Remark 6. In the following sections, we will propose methods for computing persistent homology of networks, and prove that they are stable using Lemma 3. Note that similar results, valid in the setting of metric
spaces, have appeared in [CCSG 09b, CDSO14]. However, the proofs in [CDSO14] invoke an auxiliary
construction of multivalued maps arising from correspondences, whereas our proofs simply use the maps
ϕ, ψ arising directly from the reformulation of dN (Proposition 4), thus streamlining the treatment.
We are now ready to formulate our proposal for computing persistent homology of networks.
4. T HE R IPS COMPLEX OF A NETWORK
Recall that for a metric space pX, dX q, the Rips complex is defined for each δ

¥ 0 as follows:
RδX : tσ P powpX q : diampσ q ¤ δ u , where diampσ q : max
dX px, x1 q.
x,x1 Pσ
Following this definition, we can define the Rips complex for a network pX, ωX q as follows:
"
*
δ
1
RX : σ P powpX q : max
ωX px, x q ¤ δ .
x,x1 Pσ
We illustrate the Rips complex construction in Figure 2. To any network pX, ωX q, we may associate the
1
Rips filtration tRδX ãÑ RδX uδ¤δ1 . We denote the k-dimensional persistence vector space associated to this
filtration by HkR pX q, and the corresponding persistence diagram by DgmR
k pX q. The Rips filtration is stable
to small perturbations of the input data; this is the content of the next proposition.

R
Proposition 7. Let pX, ωX q, pY, ωY q P N . Then dB pDgmR
k pX q, Dgmk pY qq ¤ 2dN pX, Y q.

Proof. The crux of our proof lies in constructing diagrams of simplicial maps similar to those in Lemma 3
and checking that the appropriate pairs of maps are contiguous. Let η  2dN pX, Y q. Then by Proposition
4, there exist maps ϕ : X Ñ Y and ψ : Y Ñ X such that maxpdispϕq, dispψ q, C pϕ, ψ qq ¤ η. We begin by
checking that ϕ, ψ induce simplicial maps ϕδ : RδX Ñ RδY η and ψδ : RδY Ñ RδY η for each δ P R.
Let δ 1 ¥ δ P R. Let σ  tx0 , . . . , xn u P RδX . Then ωX pxi , xj q ¤ δ for each 0 ¤ i, j ¤ n. Since
dispϕq ¤ η, we have the following for each i, j:

|ωX pxi, xj q  ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpxj qq| ¤ η.
So ωY pϕpxi q, ϕpxj qq ¤ ωX pxi , xj q η ¤ δ η for each 0 ¤ i, j ¤ n. Thus ϕδ pσ q : tϕpx0 q, . . . , ϕpxn qu
is a simplex in RδY η . Thus the map on simplices ϕδ induced by ϕ is simplicial for each δ P R.
Similarly we can check that the map ψδ on simplices induced by ψ is simplicial for each δ P R. Now we
have the following diagram of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps, for δ 1 ¥ δ P R:
RδX

sδ,δ1

1
RδX

ϕδ1

ϕδ

RδY

η tδ

η,δ

1

η

1
RδY

η

Here sδ,δ1 and tδ η,δ1 η are the inclusion maps. We claim that tδ η,δ1 η  ϕδ and ϕδ1  sδ,δ1 are contiguous
simplicial maps. To see this, let σ P RδX . Since sδ,δ1 is just the inclusion, it follows that tδ η,δ1 η pϕδ pσ qq Y

1

compute tRδX uδPR

1
a

b
2

0

RδX

$∅
'
'
& asu
 'tr
'tras, rbsu
%

tras, rbs, rabsu

: δ 1
: 1 ¤ δ 0
:0¤δ 2
:δ¥2

F IGURE 2. Computing the Rips complex of a network pX, ωX q.
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1
ϕδ1 psδ,δ1 pσ qq  ϕδ pσ q, which is a simplex in RδY η because ϕδ is simplicial, and hence a simplex in RδY η
because the inclusion tδ η,δ1 η is simplicial. Thus tδ η,δ1 η  ϕδ and ϕδ1  sδ,δ1 are contiguous, and their
induced linear maps upon passing to homology are equal. By a similar argument, and using the fact that
dispψ q ¤ η, one can show that sδ η,δ1 η  ψδ and ψδ1  tδ,δ1 are contiguous simplicial maps as well, for each
δ 1 ¥ δ P R.
Next we check that the maps ψδ η  ϕδ and sδ,δ 2η in the figure below are contiguous.
sδ,δ

RδX

δ
RX

2η

ϕδ

ψδ

2η

η

RδY η

 rx0, . . . , xns P RδX . Then for any xi, xj P σ, we have
|ωX pxi, xj q  ωX pψpϕpxiqq, ψpϕpxj qqq| ¤ |ωX pxi, xj q  ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpxj qq|
|ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpxj qq  ωX pψpϕpxiqq, ψpϕpxj qqq|
¤ 2η.
Thus we obtain ωX pψ pϕpxi qq, ψ pϕpxj qqq ¤ ωX pxi , xj q 2η ¤ δ 2η.
Since this holds for any xi , xj P σ, it follows that ψδ η pϕδ pσ qq P RδX 2η . We further claim that
τ : σ Y ψδ η pϕδ pσ qq  tx0 , x1 , . . . , xn , ψ pϕpx0 qq, . . . , ψ pϕpxn qqu
is a simplex in RδX 2η . Let 0 ¤ i, j ¤ n. It suffices to show that ωX pxi , ψ pϕpxj qq ¤ δ 2η.
Let σ

Notice that from the reformulation of dN (Proposition 4), we have

|ωX px, ψpyqq  ωY pϕpxq, yq| ¤ η.
Let y  ϕpxj q. Then |ωX pxi , ψ py qq  ωY pϕpxi q, y q| ¤ η. In particular,
ωX pxi , ψ pϕpxj qqq ¤ ωY pϕpxi q, ϕpxj qq η ¤ ωX pxi , xj q 2η ¤ δ 2η.
Since 0 ¤ i, j ¤ n were arbitrary, it follows that sδ,δ 2η pσ q Y ψδ η pϕδ pσ qq  τ is a simplex in RδX 2η .
Thus the maps ψδ η  ϕδ and sδ,δ 2η are contiguous. Similarly, one can show that tδ,δ 2η and ϕδ η  ψδ are
max

P

P

x X,y Y



contiguous. The result now follows by an application of Lemma 3.

Remark 8. The preceding proposition serves a dual purpose: (1) it shows that the Rips persistence diagram
is robust to noise in input data, and (2) it shows that instead of computing the network distance between two
networks, one can compute the bottleneck distance between their Rips persistence diagrams as a suitable
proxy. The advantage to computing bottleneck distance is that it can be done in polynomial time (see
[EIK01]), whereas computing dN is NP-hard in general [CM16b]. We remark that the idea of computing
Rips persistence diagrams to compare finite metric spaces first appeared in [CCSG 09b], and moreover,
that Proposition 7 is an extension of Theorem 3.1 in [CCSG 09b].
The Rips filtration in the setting of symmetric networks has been used in [HMR09, CH13, GPCI15,
PSDV13], albeit without addressing stability results. To our knowledge, Proposition 7 is the first quantitative
result justifying the constructions in these prior works.
5. T HE D OWKER COMPLEX OF A NETWORK
Given any network pX, ωX q, we can define an associated weight function ω X : X

 X Ñ R as follows:

ω X px, x1 q : maxpωX px, xq, ωX px1 , x1 q, ωX px, x1 qq, for each x, x1 P X.

Remark 9 (ω X is asymmetric). It is important to note that ω X is still asymmetric, in general. Also, note
that if ωX happens to be a proper metric on X, then ω X  ωX .
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We have defined ω X for notational convenience, and use it in the next definition.
For any δ P R, consider the following relation:
Rδ,X :

px, x1q : ωX px, x1q ¤ δ

(

.

(2)

Then Rδ,X  X  X, and RδF ,X  X  X for some sufficiently large δF . Furthermore, for any δ 1
we have Rδ,X  Rδ1 ,X . Using Rδ,X , we build a simplicial complex Dsi
δ as follows:
Dsi
δ,X : σ

 rx0, . . . , xns :

there exists x1

P X such that pxi, x1q P Rδ,X for each xi

(

.

¥ δ,
(3)

si
si
If σ P Dsi
δ,X , it is clear that any face of σ also belongs to Dδ,X . We call Dδ,X the Dowker δ-sink simplicial
complex associated to X, and refer to x1 as a δ-sink for σ (where σ and x1 should be clear from context).
Since Rδ,X is an increasing sequence of sets, it follows that Dsi
δ,X is an increasing sequence of simplicial
1
si
si
complexes. In particular, for δ ¥ δ, there is a natural inclusion map Dsi
δ,X ãÑ Dδ 1 ,X . We write DX to
si
denote the filtration tDsi
δ,X ãÑ Dδ 1 ,X uδ ¤δ 1 associated to X. We call this the Dowker sink filtration on X.
We will denote the k-dimensional persistence diagram arising from this filtration by Dgmsi
k pX q.
Note that we can define a dual construction as follows:

(

P X such that px1, xiq P Rδ,X for each xi .
(4)
so
so
We call Dso
δ,X the Dowker δ-source simplicial complex associated to X. The filtration tDδ,X ãÑ Dδ 1 ,X uδ ¤δ 1
Dso
δ,X : σ

 rx0, . . . , xns :

there exists x1

associated to X is called the Dowker source filtration, denoted Dso
X . We denote the k-dimensional persisso
tence diagram arising from this filtration by Dgmk pX q. Notice that any construction using Dsi
δ,X can also
,
so
we
focus
on
the
case
of
the
sink
complexes
and
restate
results
in
terms
of source
be repeated using Dso
δ,X
complexes where necessary. In particular, we will prove in §5.1 that
so
Dgmsi
k pX q  Dgmk pX q for any k

PZ

,

so it makes sense to talk about “the” Dowker diagram associated to X.
As in the case of the Rips filtration, both the Dowker sink and source filtrations are stable. We state the
next result in terms of sink filtrations, but a similar proof establishes an analogous result for source filtrations.
Alternatively, the result for source filtrations will follow after we prove in §5.1 that both filtrations produce
the same output persistence diagram.
si
Proposition 10. Let pX, ωX q, pY, ωY q P N . Then dB pDgmsi
k pX q, Dgmk pY qq ¤ 2dN pX, Y q.

Proof of Proposition 10. Let η  2dN pX, Y q. Then by Proposition 4, there exist maps ϕ : X Ñ Y, ψ :
Y Ñ X such that maxpdispϕq, dispψ q, C pϕ, ψ qq ¤ η. First we check that ϕ, ψ induce simplicial maps
si
si
si
ϕδ : Dsi
δ,X Ñ Dδ η,Y and ψδ : Dδ,Y Ñ Dδ η,Y for each δ P R.
1
1
Let δ 1 ¥ δ P R. Let σ  rx0 , . . . , xn s P Dsi
δ,X . Then there exists x P X such that ω X pxi , x q ¤ δ for
1
each 0 ¤ i ¤ n. Fix such an x . Since dispϕq ¤ η, we have the following for each i:

|ωX pxi, x1q  ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpx1qq| ¤ η.

0

b
1
1

1

a

2
2

compute tDsi
δ,X uδ PR
Dsi
δ,X

2
c

0

$∅
'
'
& asu
 'tr
'
%tras, rbs, rcsu

tras, rbs, rcs, rabs, rbcs, racs, rabcsu

: δ 1
: 1 ¤ δ 0
:0¤δ 1
:δ¥1

1

F IGURE 3. Computing the Dowker sink complex of a network pX, ωX q.
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Furthermore, for each i we have:

|ωX pxi, xiq  ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpxiqq| ¤ η,
|ωX px1, x1q  ωY pϕpx1q, ϕpx1qq| ¤ η.
So ω Y pϕpxi q, ϕpx1 qq ¤ ω X pxi , x1 q η ¤ δ η for each 0 ¤ i ¤ n. Thus ϕδ pσ q : tϕpx0 q, . . . , ϕpxn qu
is a simplex in Dsi
δ η,Y . Thus the map on simplices ϕδ induced by ϕ is simplicial for each δ P R.

Similarly we can check that the map ψδ on simplices induced by ψ is simplicial. Now to prove the
result, it will suffice to check the contiguity conditions in the statement of Lemma 3. Consider the following
diagram:
sδ,δ1

Dsi
δ,X

Dsi
δ 1 ,X

ϕδ1

ϕδ
tδ

Dsi
δ

η,Y

sδ,δ

2η

η,δ

1

η

Dsi
δ1

η,Y

Here sδ,δ1 and tδ η,δ1 η are the inclusion maps. We claim that tδ η,δ1 η  ϕδ and ϕδ1  sδ,δ1 are contiguous
simplicial maps. To see this, let σ P Dsi
δ,X . Since sδ,δ 1 is just the inclusion, it follows that tδ η,δ 1 η pϕδ pσ qqY
ϕδ1 psδ,δ1 pσ qq  ϕδ pσ q, which is a simplex in Dsi
δ η,Y because ϕδ is simplicial, and hence a simplex in
si
Dδ1 η,Y because the inclusion tδ η,δ1 η is simplicial. Thus tδ η,δ1 η  ϕδ and ϕδ1  sδ,δ1 are contiguous, and
their induced linear maps for homology are equal. By a similar argument, one can show that sδ η,δ1 η  ψδ
and ψδ1  tδ,δ1 are contiguous simplicial maps as well.
Next we check that the maps ψδ η  ϕδ and sδ,δ 2η in the figure below are contiguous.
Dsi
δ,X
ϕδ

Dsi
δ
ψδ

2η,X

η

Dsi
δ η,Y

P σ. Note that for our fixed σ  rx0, . . . , xns P Dsiδ,X and x1, we have:
|ωX pxi, x1q  ωX pψpϕpxiqq, ψpϕpx1qqq| ¤ |ωX pxi, x1q  ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpx1qq|
|ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpx1qq  ωX pψpϕpxiqq, ψpϕpx1qqq|
¤ 2η.
Thus we obtain ωX pψ pϕpxi qq, ψ pϕpx1 qqq ¤ ωX pxi , x1 q 2η ¤ δ 2η.

Let xi

One can similarly obtain:

|ωX pxi, xiq  ωX pψpϕpxiqq, ψpϕpxiqqq| ¤ 2η,
|ωX px1, x1q  ωX pψpϕpx1qq, ψpϕpx1qqq| ¤ 2η.
It then follows that ω X pψ pϕpxi qq, ψ pϕpx1 qqq ¤ ω X pxi , x1 q 2η ¤ δ 2η. Since this holds for any
xi P σ, it follows that ψδ η pϕδ pσ qq P Dsi
δ 2η,X . We further claim that
τ : σ Y ψδ η pϕδ pσ qq  tx0 , x1 , . . . , xn , ψ pϕpx0 qq, . . . , ψ pϕpxn qqu
δ 2η
is a simplex in RX . Let 0 ¤ i ¤ n. It suffices to show that ω X pxi , ψ pϕpx1 qq ¤ δ 2η.
Notice that from the reformulation of dN (Proposition 4), we have

|ωX px, ψpyqq  ωY pϕpxq, yq| ¤ η.
Let y  ϕpx1 q. Then |ωX pxi , ψ py qq  ωY pϕpxi q, y q| ¤ η. In particular,
ωX pxi , ψ pϕpx1 qqq ¤ ωY pϕpxi q, ϕpx1 qq η ¤ ωX pxi , x1 q
max

P

P

x X,y Y

2η

¤δ

2η.
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Also note that ωX pxi , xi q ¤ δ, and ωX pψ pϕpx1 qq, ψ pϕpx1 qqq ¤ δ 2η, by what we have already shown.
Thus ω X pxi , ψ pϕpx1 qqq ¤ δ 2η.
Since 0 ¤ i ¤ n were arbitrary, it follows that τ P Dsi
δ 2η,X . Thus the maps ψδ η  ϕδ and sδ,δ 2η are
contiguous. Similarly, one can show that tδ,δ 2η and ϕδ η  ψδ are contiguous.
The result now follows by an application of Lemma 3.

Remark 11. The preceding proposition shows that the Dowker persistence diagram is robust to noise in
input data, and that the bottleneck distance between Dowker persistence diagrams arising from two networks
can be used as a proxy for computing the actual network distance. Note the analogy with Remark 8.
Both the Dowker and Rips filtrations are valid methods for computing persistent homology of networks,
by virtue of their stability results (Propositions 7 and 10). However, we present the Dowker filtration as an
appropriate method for capturing directionality information in directed networks. In §5.2 we discuss this
particular feature of the Dowker filtration in more detail.
Remark 12 (Dissimilarity networks). A dissimilarity network is a network pX, AX q where AX : X  X Ñ
r0, 8q is a dissimilarity function, i.e. a map such that AX px, x1q  0 ðñ x  x1, for any x, x1 P X. Thus
pX, AX q deserves to be treated as a weighted, directed network whose weight matrix vanishes precisely on
the diagonal. The collection of all such networks will be denoted N dis .
In the case of dissimilarity networks, the definition of a Dowker complex becomes simpler. For each
δ ¥ 0, let Rδ denote the relation tpx, x1 q : AX px, x1 q ¤ δ u. Then Rδ  X  X, R0  tpx, xq : x P X u and
RδF  X  X for some sufficiently large δF . The Dowker sink and source complexes are then defined as
before.
Remark 13 (Symmetric networks). In the simplified setting of symmetric networks, the Dowker sink and
si
source filtrations coincide, and so we automatically obtain Dgmso
k pX q  Dgmk pX q for any k P Z and
any pX, ωX q P N .
Remark 14 (The metric space setting and relation to witness complexes). When restricted to the setting
of metric spaces, the Dowker complex resembles a construction called the witness complex [DSC04]. In
particular, a version of the Dowker complex for metric spaces, constructed in terms of landmarks and witnesses, was discussed in [CDSO14], along with stability results. When restricted to the special networks
that are metric spaces, our definitions and results agree with those presented in [CDSO14].
5.1. Dowker duality and equivalence of diagrams. Let pX, ωX q P N . In the preceding section, we have
so
provided the constructions of the vector spaces Hk pDsi
δ,X q and Hk pDδ,X q, for any k P Z . By a theorem of
Dowker [Dow52], these vector spaces are actually isomorphic:
Theorem 15 (Dowker (1952)). Let pX, ωX q P N , let δ

P R, and let k P Z

. Then,

so
Hk pDsi
δ,X q  Hk pDδ,X q.

In the modern language of persistent homology, the more interesting result would be to show that for any
dimension k P Z , the persistence diagrams of the Dowker sink and source filtrations are equal. Such a
result appears to be known in the applied algebraic topology community (see [CDSO14] for a mention of
this result, which we call Dowker duality), but we were unable to find a proof in any published work. In this
section, we provide a detailed proof of this result.
As a first step, we state the Persistence Equivalence Theorem [EH10].
Theorem 16 (Persistence Equivalence Theorem). Consider two persistence vector spaces U
νi,i 1
U δi 1 uiPN and V  tV δi ÝÝÝÑ V δi 1 uiPN with connecting maps ϕi : U δi Ñ V δi .

µ
 tU δ ÝÝÝÑ
i

i,i 1
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V δi

V δi

ϕi

ϕi



U δi

V δi

1

U δi

ϕi

1

U δi

1



2

2



2

If the ϕi are all isomorphisms and each square in the diagram above commutes, then:
DgmpU q  DgmpV q.

Theorem 17 (Dowker duality). Let pX, ωX q P N , and let k
Dgmsi
k

pX q 

P Z . Then,
pX q .

Dgmso
k

Thus we may call either of the two diagrams above the k-dimensional Dowker diagram of X, denoted
DgmD
k pX q.
Before proving the theorem, we recall the construction of a combinatorial barycentric subdivision, and
also a special chain map called the inverse chain derivation. These constructions are attributed to Lefschetz
[Lef42, §4.7], and a detailed treatment using standard notation appears in [Cro78, §7].
Definition 1. For any simplicial complex Σ, one may construct a new simplicial complex Σp1q , called the
first barycentric subdivision, as follows:
Σp1q : trσ1 , σ2 , . . . , σp s : σ1

 σ2  . . .  σp, each σi P Σu .

Note that the vertices of Σp1q are the simplices of Σ, and the simplices of Σp1q are nested sequences of
simplices of Σ. Furthermore, note that given any two simplicial complexes Σ, Ξ and a simplicial map
f : Σ Ñ Ξ, there is a natural simplicial map f p1q : Σp1q Ñ Ξp1q defined as:
f p1q prσ1 , . . . , σp sq : rf pσ1 q, . . . , f pσp qs,

 σ2  . . . , σp, each σi P Σ.
To see that this is simplicial, note that f pσi q  f pσj q whenever σi  σj . Finally, observe that the inclusion
map ι : Σ Ñ Σ induces an inclusion map ιp1q : Σp1q Ñ Σp1q .
σ1

Let Σ be a simplicial complex. Since all the simplicial complexes we deal with are finite, we may assume
without loss of generality that the vertices of Σ are totally ordered, so that the vertices of any simplex are
totally ordered. One may then define an associated map ϕΣ : Σp1q Ñ Σ as follows: first define ϕΣ on
vertices of Σp1q by ϕΣ pσ q  sσ , where sσ is the least vertex of σ with respect to the total order. Next, for
any simplex rσ1 , . . . , σp s of Σp1q , where σ1  . . .  σp , we have ϕΣ pσi q  sσi P σp for all 1 ¤ i ¤ p.
Thus rϕΣ pσ1 q, . . . , ϕΣ pσp qs  rsσ1 , sσ2 , . . . , sσp s is a face of σp , hence a simplex of Σ. This defines ϕΣ as
a simplicial map Σp1q Ñ Σ.
Since ϕΣ is simplicial, it induces a chain map pϕΣ q between the corresponding chain complexes [Mun84,
§1.12]. This chain map is called the inverse chain derivation. It satisfies the special property that the induced
map pϕΣ q# : H pΣp1q q Ñ H pΣq between the corresponding homology vector spaces is an isomorphism
[Cro78, Theorem 7.5].
Proof of Theorem 17. Let pX, ωX q P N , let k P Z , and let pδi qni1 be an increasing sequence of real
numbers. For each δi , we have the corresponding relation Rδi ,X given by Equation 2. For notational convenience, we will henceforth write Rδi : Rδi ,X . Notice that we then have the following filtered complexes:
∅  Dso
δ1 ,X

 Dsoδ ,X  . . . Dsoδ ,X
si
si
∅  Dsi
δ ,X  Dδ ,X  . . .  Dδ ,X .
so
By Dowker’s theorem (15), Hk pDsi
δ ,X q  Hk pDδ ,X q for each i P N, via an isomorphism ωi . We need to
show that the Dowker sink and source diagrams are equal. To see this, let n1 , n2 P N, n1 n2 , and write:
si
so
so
E1 : Dsi
δ ,X , E2 : Dδ ,X , F1 : Dδ ,X , F2 : Dδ ,X .
1

n

2

i

n1

n

2

i

n2

n1

n2
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Note that the simplicial inclusion maps ιE : E1 Ñ E2 and ιF : F1 Ñ F2 induce linear maps pιE q# :
Hk pE1 q Ñ Hk pE2 q and pιF q# : Hk pF1 q Ñ Hk pF2 q at the homology level. We will proceed by constructing isomorphisms ω1 : Hk pE1 q Ñ Hk pF1 q and ω2 : Hk pE2 q Ñ Hk pF2 q, and then showing that the
following diagram commutes:
Hk pE1 q

pι E q#

Hk pE2 q

ω1
Hk pF1 q

ω2

pι F q#

Hk pF2 q

Since n2 ¡ n1 were arbitrary, we can then apply Theorem 16 to obtain the equivalence of diagrams that
we need.
Let σ  rx1 , . . . , xp s be a simplex of E1 . Then there exists x1σ P X such that pxi , x1σ q P Rδn1 for all
1 ¤ i ¤ p. For each σ P E1 , we fix a choice of x1σ P X such that px, x1σ q P Rδn1 for each x P σ.

p1q

p1q

Define ψF1 : E1 Ñ F1 as follows: first, for any vertex σ P E1 , define ψF1 pσ q : x1σ . Note that
p1q
ψF1 pσ q is then a sink for σ. Next, for any simplex rσ1 , σ2 , . . . , σq s P E1 , define
ψF1 prσ1 , σ2 , . . . , σq sq : rx1σ1 , x1σ2 , . . . , x1σq s.

Let x P σ1 . Since σ1  σ2  . . .  σq , we have x P σi for each 1 ¤ i ¤ q. Thus px, x1σ1 q, . . . , px, x1σq q P
Rδn1 for each 1 ¤ i ¤ q. Thus rx1σ1 , x1σ2 , . . . , x1σq s P F1 , with x as the source. This shows that ψF1 is a

p1q

simplicial map. Similarly define ψF2 : E2 Ñ F2 . From the discussion preceding this proof, we also have
p1q
p1q
simplicial maps ϕE1 : E1 Ñ E1 and ϕE2 : E2 Ñ E2 that induce inverse chain derivations. We also have
p1q
p1q
simplicial inclusion maps ιE : E1 Ñ E1 , ιF : F1 Ñ F2 , ιE p1q : E1 Ñ E2 . Now consider the following
diagram of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps:

p1q

E1
ψF1

ι E p1q

ϕE1
E1

F1

p1q

E2
ϕE2

ιE
ιF

ψF2
E2
F2

Fact. Consider the following linear maps:
1
ω1 : pψF1 q#  pϕE1 q
# ,

1
ω2 : pψF2 q#  pϕE2 q
# .

In Dowker’s original proof of Theorem 15, ω1 : Hk pE1 q Ñ Hk pF1 q and ω2 : Hk pE2 q
shown to be isomorphisms [Dow52, Theorem 1a], a fact we use without reproving.

 ϕE
Claim 2. ιF  ψF
Claim 1. ιE

1

and ϕE2

1

and ψF2

Ñ Hk pF2q are

 ιEp q are contiguous.
 ιEp q are contiguous.
1

1

Suppose both claims are true. Recall that contiguous simplicial maps induce equal linear maps upon
passing to homology. Thus we obtain:
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(by functoriality of homology)
pιF q#  pψF q#  pιF  ψF q#
 pψF  ιEp q q#
(by Claim 2)
(by functoriality of homologyq
 pψF q#  pιEp q q#
 pψF q#  pϕE q#1  pιE q#  pϕE q# (by Claim 1 and functoriality)
(by taking an inverse on the right).
pιF q#  pψF q#  pϕE q#1  pψF q#  pϕE q#1  pιE q#
But now we have pιF q#  ω1  ω2 pιE q# , which is the commutativity relation we needed. The situation
1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

is summarized in the following diagram of vector spaces and linear maps:

pι E p q q #

p1q q

Hk pE1

pϕE q#

pϕE q#

1

pψ F q#

p1q q

Hk pE2

1

2

pι E q#

1

Hk pE1 q

Hk pE2 q

ω1

pψF q#
2

ω2

pι F q#

Hk pF1 q

Hk pF2 q

It remains to show that Claims 1 and 2 are true.

p1q

Proof of Claim 1. Let σ 1  rσ0 , . . . , σp s be a simplex in E1 . Then σi is a simplex in E1 for each 0 ¤ i ¤ p,
and σ0  . . .  σp . Note that ϕE1 pσi q P σi  σp for each 0 ¤ i ¤ p. Thus ιE pϕE1 pσi qq P σp for each
0 ¤ i ¤ p. Similarly ϕE2 pιE p1q pσi qq  ϕE2 pσi q P σp for each 0 ¤ i ¤ p. Thus we have:
ϕE2 pιE p1q pσ 1 qq  rϕE2 pσ1 q, ϕE2 pσ2 q, . . . , ϕE2 pσp qs  σp

ιE pϕE1 pσ 1 qq  rϕE1 pσ1 q, ϕE1 pσ2 q, . . . , ϕE1 pσp qs  σp .

Thus ϕE2 pιE p1q pσ 1 qq and ιE pϕE1 pσ 1 qq are faces of the same simplex. This holds for arbitrary σ 1
Thus the two maps are contiguous. This proves Claim 1.

P E1p1q.


p1q

Proof of Claim 2. Let σ 1  rσ0 , . . . , σp s be a simplex in E1 . Note that σ0  . . .  σp . Let x0 P σ0 . Then
x0 P σi for each 0 ¤ i ¤ p. Recall that ψF2 pσi q is a sink for σi . Thus for each 0 ¤ i ¤ p, we have
x0 , pψF2



 ιEp q qpσiq 
1

x0 , pψF2 q  pιE p1q qpσi q





x0 , ψF2 pιE p1q pσi qq





x0 , ψF2 pσi q



P Rδ

n

,

where the first equality holds by functoriality of homology, and the last equality follows because inclusion
maps induce inclusion maps upon taking barycentric subdivisions (Definition 1).
Similarly, we have px0 , ψF1 pσi qq P Rδn1 for each 0 ¤ i ¤ p. Thus we obtain, for any 0 ¤ i ¤ p,
x 0 , p ιF



 ψF qpσiq 
1

x0 , ψF1 pσi q



P Rδ  Rδ
n1

n2

,

where the first equality follows from functoriality of homology as before, and the last inclusion holds because n1 n2 , i.e. δn1 ¤ δn2 (Equation 2). Thus ιF pψF1 pσ 1 qq Y ψF2 pιE p1q pσ 1 qq is a simplex in F2 with x0
p1q
as a source. Since σ 1 P E1 was arbitrary, the two maps are contiguous. This proves Claim 2.

Our result now follows by an application of the Persistence Equivalence Theorem.
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5.2. Dowker persistence diagrams capture asymmetry. From the very definitions of the Dowker source
or sink complexes and the Rips complex at any given resolution, one can see that the Rips complex is blind
to asymmetry in the input data, whereas either of the Dowker complexes is sensitive to asymmetry. Thus
when analyzing datasets containing asymmetric information, one may wish to use the Dowker filtration
instead of the Rips filtration. In particular, this property suggests that the Dowker persistence diagram is
a stronger invariant for directed networks than the Rips persistence diagram. In this section, we provide a
family of examples, called cycle networks, for which the Dowker persistence diagrams capture meaningful
structure, whereas the Rips persistence diagrams do not. As a warm-up to analyzing this particular family
of examples, we first probe the question “What happens to the Dowker or Rips persistence diagram of a
network upon reversal of one (or more) edges?” Intuitively, if either of these persistence diagrams captures
asymmetry, we would see a change in the diagram after applying this reversal operation to an edge. More
concretely, we can make the following definition.
Definition 2 (Pair swaps). Let pX, ωX q P N be a network. For any z, z 1
pX, ωX q to be the network SX pz, z1q : pX z,z1 , ωXz,z1 q defined as follows:
1
X z,z : X,

1
For any x, x1 P X z,z ,

z,z 1
ωX

P X, define the pz, z1q-swap of

$
1
'
&ωX x , x

p q : x  z, x1  z1
1
px, x q : 'ωX px1, xq : x1  z, x  z1
%
ωX px, x1 q : otherwise.

In this language, the question of interest can be stated as follows: Given a network pX, ωX q and a px, x1 qswap SX px, x1 q for any x, x1 P X, how do the Rips or Dowker persistence diagrams of SX px, x1 q differ
from those of pX, ωX q? This situation is illustrated in Figure 4. Example 21 shows an example where
the Dowker persistence diagram captures the variation in a network that occurs after a pair swap, whereas
the Rips persistence diagram fails to capture this difference. Furthermore, Remark 19 shows that Rips
persistence diagrams always fail to do so.
We also consider the extreme situation where all the directions of the edges of a network are reversed,
i.e. the network obtained by applying the pair swap operation to each pair of nodes. We would intuitively
expect that the persistence diagrams would not change. The following discussion shows that the Rips and
Dowker persistence diagrams are invariant under taking the transpose of a network.

J q where
Proposition 18. Let pX, ωX q P N , and let X J denote its transpose, i.e. the network pX, ωX
J px, x1 q : ωX px1 , xq for x, x1 P X. Let k P Z . Then Dgmsi pX q  Dgmso pX J q, and therefore
ωX
k
k
D
J q. Moreover, we have DgmR pX q  DgmR pX J q.
DgmD
p
X
q

Dgm
p
X
k
k
k
k

so
J
si
Proof of Proposition 18. Let δ P R. We first claim that Dsi
δ pX q  Dδ pX q. Let σ P Dδ pX q. Then there
J
exists x1 such that ω X px, x1 q ¤ δ for any x P σ. Thus ω X J px1 , xq ¤ δ. So σ P Dso
δ pX q. A similar
1
2
argument shows the reverse containment. This proves our claim. Thus for δ ¤ δ ¤ δ , we obtain the
following diagram:

Dsi
δ pX q

Dsi
δ 1 pX q

Dsi
δ 2 pX q

...

J
Dso
δ pX q

J
Dso
δ 1 pX q

J
Dso
δ 2 pX q

...

si
so
so
1
Since the maps Dsi
δ Ñ Dδ 1 , Dδ Ñ Dδ 1 for δ ¥ δ are all inclusion maps, it follows that the diagrams
commute. Thus at the homology level, we obtain, via functoriality of homology, a commutative diagram
of vector spaces where the intervening vertical maps are isomorphisms. By the Persistence Equivalence
so
J
Theorem (16), the diagrams Dgmsi
k pX q and Dgmk pX q are equal. By invoking Theorem 17, we obtain
D
D
Dgmk pX q  Dgmk pX J q.
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Next note that for any σ

P powpX q, we have:
J px, x1 q.
max ωX px, x1 q  max
ωX
x,x1 Pσ
x,x1 Pσ

From this observation, one can apply the Persistence Equivalence Theorem as above to see that the Rips
persistence diagram of a network and its transpose are the same.

Remark 19 (Pair swaps and their effect). Let pX, ωX q P N , let z, z 1 P X, and let σ
have:
z,z 1
1
1
max
1 ωX px, x q  max
1 ωX px, x q.

P

x,x σ

P powpX q. Then we

P

x,x σ

Using this observation, one can then repeat the arguments used in the proof of Proposition 18 to show that:
R
1
DgmR
k pX q  Dgmk pSX pz, z qq, for each k

PZ

.

This encodes the intuitive fact that Rips persistence diagrams are blind to pair swaps.
On the other hand, k-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams are not necessarily invariant to pair swaps
when k ¥ 1. Indeed, Example 21 constructs a space X for which there exist points z, z 1 P X such that
D
1
DgmD
1 pX q  Dgm1 pSX pz, z qq.

However, 0-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams are still invariant to pair swaps, as we show below.
Proposition 20. Let pX, ωX q P N , let z, z 1

P X, and let σ P powpX q. Then we have:
D
1
DgmD
0 pX q  Dgm0 pSX pz, z qq.
Proof of Proposition 20. Let δ P R. For notational convenience, we write, for each k P Z ,
si
Bkδ : Bkδ : Ckδ Ñ Ckδ1
Ckδ : Ck pDsi
Dsi
δ,X q
δ : Dδ,X
δ,S
δ,S
δ,S
δ,S
δ,S
si
si
Dsi
δ,S : Dδ,S pz,z 1 q Ck : Ck pDδ,S pz,z 1 q q Bk : Bk : Ck Ñ Ck1 .
X

X

First note that pair swaps do not affect the entry of 0-simplices into the Dowker filtration. More precisely,
for any x P X, we can unpack the definition of Rδ,X (Equation 2) to obtain:
rxs P Dsiδ ðñ ωX px, xq ¤ δ ðñ ωXz,z1 px, xq ¤ δ ðñ rxs P Dsiδ,S .
Thus for any δ P R, we have C0δ  C0δ,S . Since all 0-chains are automatically 0-cycles, we have kerpB0δ q 
kerpB0δ,S q.
Next we wish to show that impB1δ q  impB1δ,S q for each δ P R. Let γ P C1δ . We first need to show the
forward inclusion, i.e. that B1δ pγ q P impB1δ,S q. It suffices to show this for the case that γ is a single 1-simplex
rx, x1s P Dsiδ ; the case where γ is a linear combination of 1-simplices will then follow by linearity. Let
1
γ  rx, x1 s P Dsi
δ for x, x P X. Then we have the following possibilities:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

x2 P X ztz, z 1 u is a δ-sink for rx, x1 s.
z (or z 1 ) is the only δ-sink for rx, x1 s, and x, x1 R tz, z 1 u.
z (or z 1 ) is the only δ-sink for rx, x1 s, and either x or x1 belongs to tz, z 1 u.
z (or z 1 ) is the only δ-sink for rx, x1 s, and both x, x1 belong to tz, z 1 u.

In cases (1), (2), and (4), the pz, z 1 q-pair swap has no effect on rx, x1 s, in the sense that we still have
rx, x1s P Dsiδ,S . So rx1s  rxs  B1δ pγ q  B1δ,S pγ q P impB1δ,S q. Next consider case (3), and assume for
notational convenience that rx, x1 s  rz, x1 s and z 1 is the only δ-sink for rz, x1 s. By the definition of a
δ-sink, we have ω X pz, z 1 q ¤ δ and ω X px1 , z 1 q ¤ δ. Notice that we also have:

rz, z1s, rz1, x1s P Dsiδ , with z1 as a δ-sink.
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4
5
3

b

2

c

0

pY, ωY q

F IGURE 4. pY, ωY q is the pa, cq-swap of pX, ωX q.

1 1 1
After the pz, z 1 q-pair swap, we still have ω z,z
X px , z q
the case that rz, x1 s R Dsi
δ,S . However, we now have:

1
1
¤ δ, but possibly ωz,z
X pz, z q ¡ δ. So it might be

rz1, x1s P Dsiδ,S , with z1 as a δ-sink, and
rz, z1s P Dsiδ,S , with z as a δ-sink.

Then we have:

B1δ pγ q  B1δ prz, x1sq  x1  z  z1  z x1  z1
 B1δ prz, z1sq B1δ prz1, x1sq
 B1δ,S prz, z1sq B1δ,S prz1, x1sq P impB1δ,S q,
δ
where the last equality is defined because we have checked that rz, z 1 s, rz 1 , x1 s P Dsi
δ,S . Thus impB1 q 
impB1δ,S q, and the reverse inclusion follows by a similar argument.
Since δ P R was arbitrary, this shows that impB1δ q  impB1δ,S q for each δ P R. Previously we had
si
kerpB0δ q  kerpB0δ,S q for each δ P R. It then follows that H0 pDsi
δ q  H0 pDδ,S q for each δ P R.
1
1
1
1
Next let δ 1 ¥ δ P R, and for any k P Z , let fkδ,δ : Ckδ Ñ Ckδ , gkδ,δ : Ckδ,S Ñ Ckδ ,S denote the chain
si
si
si
si
si
maps induced by the inclusions Dsi
δ ãÑ Dδ 1 , Dδ,S ãÑ Dδ 1 ,S . Since Dδ and Dδ,S have the same 0-simplices
1
1
at each δ P R, we know that f0δ,δ  g0δ,δ .
Let γ P kerpB0δ q  kerpB0δ,S q, and let γ impB1δ q P H0 pDsi
δ q. Then observe that
1
pf0δ,δ1 q#pγ impB1δ qq  f0δ,δ1 pγ q impB1δ1 q
(f0δ,δ is a chain map)
1
1
 g0δ,δ1 pγ q impB1δ1 q
(f0δ,δ  g0δ,δ )
1
1
 g0δ,δ1 pγ q impB1δ1,S q
(impB1δ q  impB1δ ,S q)
1
 pg0δ,δ1 q#pγ impB1δ,S qq.
(g0δ,δ is a chain map)
1
1
si
Thus pf0δ,δ q#  pg0δ,δ q# for each δ 1 ¥ δ P R. Since we also have H0 pDsi
δ q  H0 pDδ,S q for each δ P R,

we can then apply the Persistence Equivalence Theorem (Theorem 16) to conclude the proof.



Example 21. Consider the three node dissimilarity networks pX, ωX q and pY, ωY q in Figure 4. Note that
pY, ωY q coincides with SX pa, cq. We present both the Dowker and Rips persistence barcodes obtained from
these networks. Note that the Dowker persistence barcode is sensitive to the difference between pX, ωX q
and pY, ωY q, whereas the Rips barcode is blind to this difference. We refer the reader to §7 for details on
how we compute these barcodes.
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F IGURE 5. Dowker persistence barcodes of networks pX, ωX q and pY, ωY q from Figure 4.

F IGURE 6. Rips persistence barcodes of networks pX, ωX q and pY, ωY q from Figure 4.
Note that the Rips diagrams indicate no persistent homology in dimensions higher than 0,
in contrast with the Dowker diagrams in Figure 5.
To show how the Dowker complex is constructed, we also list the Dowker sink complexes of the networks
in Figure 4, and also the corresponding homology dimensions across a range of resolutions. Note that when
we write ra, bspaq, we mean that a is a sink corresponding to the simplex ra, bs.

 tras, rbs, rcsu
si
D0,X  tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaqu
Dsi
2,X  tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspaq, rb, cspaq, ra, b, cspaqu
si
D3,X  tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspaq, rb, cspaq, ra, b, cspaqu
Dsi
0,X

 tras, rbs, rcsu
Dsi
1,Y  tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaqu
si
D2,Y  tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspcqu
si
D3,Y  tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspcq, rb, cspbqu
 tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspaq, rb, cspaq, ra, b, cspaqu
Dsi
0,Y

Dsi
4,Y

Note that for δ

dimpH1 pDsi
0,X qq  0

dimpH1 pDsi
1,X qq  0

dimpH1 pDsi
2,X qq  0

dimpH1 pDsi
3,X qq  0
dimpH1 pDsi
0,Y qq  0
dimpH1 pDsi
1,Y qq  0

dimpH1 pDsi
2,Y qq  0

dimpH1 pDsi
3,Y qq  1

dimpH1 pDsi
4,Y qq  0

P r3, 4q, dimpH1pDsiδ,Y qq  1, whereas dimpH1pDsiδ,X qq  0 for each δ P R.

Based on the discussion in Remark 19, Proposition 20, and Example 21, we conclude the following:
Moral: Unlike Rips persistence diagrams, Dowker persistence diagrams are truly sensitive to asymmetry.
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Proceeding beyond Example 21, we now provide a family of asymmetric networks for which Dowker
persistence captures more relevant information than Rips persistence.
5.2.1. Cycle networks. For each n P N, let pXn , En , WEn q denote the weighted graph with vertex set
Xn : tx1 , x2 , . . . , xn u, edge set En : tpx1 , x2 q, px2 , x3 q, . . . , pxn1 , xn q, pxn , x1 qu, and edge weights
WEn : En Ñ R given by writing WEn peq  1 for each e P En . Next let ωGn : Xn  Xn Ñ R denote
the shortest path distance induced on Xn  Xn by WEn . Then we write Gn : pXn , ωGn q to denote the
network with node set Xn and weights given by ωGn . Note that ωGn px, xq  0 for each x P Xn .
We say that Gn is the cycle network of length n. One can interpret cycle networks as being highly
asymmetric, because for every consecutive pair of nodes pxi , xi 1 q in a graph Gn , where 1 ¤ i mod pnq ¤
n, we have ωGn pxi , xi 1 q  1, whereas ωGn pxi 1 , xi q  diampGn q  n  1, which is much larger than 1
when n is large.
To provide further evidence that Dowker persistence is sensitive to asymmetry, we computed both the Rips
and Dowker persistence diagrams, in dimensions 0 and 1, of cycle networks Gn , for values of n between
3 and 6. Computations were carried out using Javaplex in Matlab with Z2 coefficients. The results
are presented in Figure 7. Based on our computations, we were able to conjecture and prove the result in
Theorem 22, which gives a precise characterization of the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram of
a cycle network Gn , for any n. Furthermore, the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcode for any Gn
contains only one persistent interval, which agrees with our intuition that there is only one nontrivial loop
in Gn . On the other hand, for large n, the 1-dimensional Rips persistence barcodes contain more than one
persistent interval. This can be seen in the Rips persistence barcode of G6 , presented in Figure 7. Moreover,
for n  3, 4, the 1-dimensional Rips persistence barcode does not contain any persistent interval at all.
This suggests that Dowker persistence diagrams/barcodes are an appropriate method for analyzing cycle
networks, and perhaps asymmetric networks in general.
Notation. In the remainder of this section, we will prove results involving Dowker sink complexes of the
cycle networks Gn and associated vector spaces at a range of resolutions δ. For convenience, we will write
si
si
δ
si
Dsi
δ : Dδ,Gn (where n will be fixed) and Ck : Ck pDδ q, the k-chain vector space associated to Dδ
for each k P Z . For each k P Z , the boundary map from Ckδ to Ckδ1 will be denoted Bkδ . Whenever
we write xi to denote a vertex of Gn , the subscript i should be understood as i pmod nq. We write ei
to denote the 1-simplex rxi , xi 1 s for each 1 ¤ i ¤ n, where xn 1 is understood to be x1 . Given an
element γ P kerpBkδ q  C1δ , we will write xγ yδ to denote its equivalence class in the quotient vector space
kerpBkδ q{ impBkδ q. We will refer to the operation of taking this quotient as passing to homology.
The following theorem contains the characterization result for 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of cycle networks.

 pXn, ωG q be a cycle network for some n P N. Then we obtain:
(
2
Dgmsi
.
1 pGn q  p1, rn{2sq P R
2
Thus Dgmsi
1 pGn q consists of precisely the point p1, rn{2sq P R with multiplicity 1.
Lemma 23. Let δ ¥ 0 and let Gn  pXn , ωG q be a cycle network, for any natural number n ¥ 3. Consider
the boundary map B2δ : C2δ Ñ C1δ . Then impB2δ q is generated by 1-chains of the form B2δ prx1 , xi , xj sq, where
1 i j ¤ n.
Proof of Lemma 23. Let B2δ prxi , xj , xk sq P im B2δ , where i
j
k. If n  3 or if i  1, we are done.
Suppose n ¥ 4 and i ¡ 1. Note that:
B3δ prx1, xi, xj , xk sq  rxi, xj , xk s  rx1, xj , xk s rx1, xi, xk s  rx1, xi, xj s.
Since B2δ  B3δ  0, we have:
B2δ prxi, xj , xk sq  B2δ prx1, xj , xk sq  B2δ prx1, xi, xk sq B2δ prx1, xi, xj sq.
Since B2δ prxi , xj , xk sq P im B2δ was arbitrary, we are done.

Theorem 22. Let Gn

n

n
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1
x2

x1

1

1
x3

The cycle network G3

x1

1

1

x2

x4
1

1
x3

The cycle network G4

x1
1

1

x5

x2
1
x4

1
1

x3

The cycle network G5

x1

1

1

x2
1

x6

x3
1
x5

1
1

x4

The cycle network G6

F IGURE 7. The first column contains illustrations of cycle networks G3 , G4 , G5 and G6 .
The second column contains the corresponding Dowker persistence barcodes, in dimensions
0 and 1. Note that the persistent intervals in the 1-dimensional barcodes agree with the
result in Theorem 22. The third column contains the Rips persistence barcodes of each of
the cycle networks. Note that for n  3, 4, there are no persistent intervals in dimension 1.
On the other hand, for n  6, there are two persistent intervals in dimension 1.
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Proof of Theorem 22. The proof occurs in three stages: first we show that a 1-cycle appears at δ  1, next
we show that this 1-cycle does not become a boundary until δ  rn{2s, and finally that any other 1-cycle
belongs to the same equivalence class upon passing to homology (this shows that the single point in the
persistence diagram has multiplicity 1).
First we deal with the easy cases n  1, 2. In either of these cases, rn{2s  1, so the claim is that
Dgmsi
1 pGn q  tp1, 1qu, i.e. that the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram is trivial, in the sense of
Remark 1. Note that if n  1, there are no 1-simplices in Dsi
δ for any δ ¥ 0, and that if n  2, the only
si q is the trivial vector space, for any δ ¥ 0. This proves
1-simplex in Dsi
is
r
x
,
x
s
.
In
either
case,
H
p
D
1
2
1
δ
δ
the claim for n  1, 2. In the sequel, we assume n ¥ 3.
si
Note that for δ 1, there are no 1-simplices in Dsi
2.
δ , and so H1 pDδ q is trivial. Suppose 1 ¤ δ
Claim 3. There are no 2-simplices in Dsi
δ for 1 ¤ δ

2.

Proof. To see this, let xi , xj , xk be any three distinct vertices in Xn . Assume towards a contradiction that
there exists x P Xn such that pxi , xq, pxj , xq, pxk , xq P Rδ,Xn , where Rδ,Xn is as given by Equation 2. Thus
ωGn pxi , xq P t0, 1u, so either x  xi or x  xi 1 . Similarly we get that x  xj or x  xj 1 , and that
x  xk or x  xk 1 . But this is a contradiction, since xi , xj , xk are all distinct.

δ
By the claim, there are no 2-simplices in Dsi
δ , so impB2 q is trivial and the only 1-chains are linear combinations of ei terms. Next, we define:

vn : e1

 rx1, x2s rx2, x3s . . . rxn, x1s.
Note that vn P C1δ for all δ ¥ 1. One can further verify that B1δ pvn q  0, for any δ ¥ 1. In other words, vn
is a 1-cycle for any δ ¥ 1.
Claim 4. Let 1 ¤ δ 2. Then vn generates kerpB1δ q  C1δ .
Proof. The only 1-simplices in Dsi
δ are of the form ei , for 1°¤ i ¤ n. So it suffices to show that any linear
combination of the ei terms is a multiple of vn . Let u  ni1 ai ei P kerpB1δ q, for some a1 , . . . , an P K.
e2

...

en

Then,

0  B puq 
δ
1

ņ



i 1

ņ

B pe i q 

ai 1δ



ai prxi

1

s  rxisq

i 1
ņ

 pai1  aiqrxis,


i 1

Since all the rxi s are linearly independent, it follows that a1
constant multiple of vn . This proves the claim.

where x0 is understood to be xn .

 a2  . . .  an. Thus it follows that u is a


By the two preceding claims, it follows that txvn yδ u is a basis for
p q, for δ P r1, 2q. More specifically, xvn yδ is a cycle that appears at δ  1 and does not become a boundary until at least δ  2, and any
other cycle in C1δ , for δ P r1, 2q, is in the linear span of vn . Next, suppose δ ¥ 2. Note that this allows
the appearance of cycles that are not in the span of vn . In the next claim, we show that upon passing to
homology, the equivalence class of any such cycle coincides with that of vn . This will show that there can
be at most one nontrivial element in Dgmsi
1 pG n q.
H1 Dsi
δ

°

Claim 5. Let δ ¥ 2, and let y  pi1 ai σi P kerpB1δ q for some p P N, some a1 , . . . , ap P K, and some
°n
n
n
δ
σ1 , . . . , σp P Dsi
i1 bi ei P kerpB1 q
δ . Then there exists a choice of coefficients pbi qi1 P K such that z 
δ
and y  z P impB2 q. Moreover, we obtain xy yδ  xz yδ  xvn yδ upon passing to homology.
Proof. To see this, fix σi P Dsi
1 (resp.
δ , and write σi  rxj , xk s for some 1 ¤ j, k ¤ n. If k  j
k  j  1), then we already have σi  ej (resp. σi  ek ), so there is nothing more to show. Assume
k R tj 1, j  1u. Since ωGn pxj , xk q ωGn pxk , xj q  n, we have two cases: (1) ωGn pxj , xk q ¤ n{2, or
(2) ωGn pxk , xj q n{2. In the first case, we have k  j l for some integer l P r2, n{2s (all numbers are
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F IGURE 8. Given two points xj , xk P Xn , we have either ωGn pxj , xk q ¤ n{2, or
ωGn pxk , xj q
n{2. To see this, note that ωGn px, x1 q
ωGn px1 , xq  n for any
1
x  x P Xn .

F IGURE 9. Three possible locations for a δ-sink x of a simplex rxj , xk s, assuming that
ωGn pxj , xk q ¤ n{2. For the figure on the left, note that ωGn pxk , xq ¥ n{2 ¥ ωGn pxj , xk q.
For the figure in the middle, note that ωGn pxj , xq ¥ ωGn pxj , xk q. Finally, for the figure on
the right, where x  xk , note that ωGn pxj , xq  ωGn pxj , xk q and ωGn pxk , xq  0.

taken modulo n). In the second case, j  k l for some integer l P r2, n{2q (also modulo n). The situation
is illustrated in Figure 8. Both cases are similar, so we only prove the case ωGn pxj , xk q ¤ n{2.
Recall that any δ-sink x P Xn for rxj , xk s satisfies maxpωGn pxj , xq, ωGn pxk , xqq ¤ δ, by the δ-sink
condition (Equation 3). Also note that such a δ-sink x satisfies
maxpωGn pxj , xq, ωGn pxk , xqq ¥ ωGn pxj , xk q,
as can be seen from Figure 9. So whenever some x P Xn is a δ-sink for rxj , xk s, we have xk as a valid
δ-sink for rxj , xk s. Since rxj , xk s P Dsi
δ , it must have a δ-sink x P Xn . Thus xk is a valid δ-sink for rxj , xk s.
Next let l P r2, n{2s be an integer such that k  j l (modulo n). Notice that:
0  ωGn pxk , xk q  ωGn pxj l , xk q

ωGn pxj



l 1 , xk

q

...

ωGn pxj

1 , xk

q

Then observe that:

rxj , xj

1 , xk

s, rxj

1 , xj 2 , xk

s, . . . , rxk2, xk1, xk s P Dsiδ ,

ωGn pxj , xk q ¤ δ.
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since xk is a δ-sink for all these 2-simplices. One can then verify the following:

B2δ prxj , xj
 B2δ




1 , xk



s rxj

k¸
j 2



k¸
j 2


k
j 2
¸



rxj

q , xj q 1 , xk

q 0

rxj

q 1 , xk

s

q 0





1 , xj 2 , xk



rxj

q , xk

q 0

rxj

q 1 , xk

rxk2, xk1, xk sq

...

s

k¸
j 2



s

s  rxj , xk s 



k¸
j 2

s





k¸
j 3



q 0

rxj

q , xj q 1

q 0

rxj

q 1 , xk

s



k¸
j 2

q 0



s

rxj

q , xj q 1

s

q 0

 rxj , xj 1s rxj 1, xj 2s . . . rxk1, xk s  rxj , xk s
 ej ej 1 . . . ek1  σi.
Thus ai pej ej 1 . . . ek1 q  ai σi P impB2δ q. Repeating this process for all σi , i P t1, . . . , pu, we
°
°
°
may obtain the coefficients pbi qni1 such that pi1 ai σi  ni1 bi ei P impB2δ q. Let z  ni1 bi ei . Then
y  z P impB2δ q. Moreover, since B1δ  B2δ  0, it follows that B1δ py q  B1δ pz q  0, so z P kerpB1δ q.
Finally, note that an argument analogous to that of Claim 4 shows that b1  b2  . . .  bn . Hence it
follows that z is a multiple of vn . Thus xz yδ  xvn yδ . This proves the claim.

si
By Claims 4 and 5, it follows that H1 pDsi
δ q is generated by xvn yδ for all δ ¥ 1, so dimpH1 pDδ qq ¤ 1 for
all δ ¥ 1. It remains to show that xvn yδ does not become trivial until δ  rn{2s.
The cases n  3, 4 can now be completed quickly, so we focus on these simpler situations first. For
either of n  3, 4, we have rn{2s  2. Suppose δ  2 and n  3. Then we have rx1 , x2 , x3 s P Dsi
δ because
diampGn q  2 and any of x1 , x2 , x3 can be a 2-sink for rx1 , x2 , x3 s. Then,
B2δ prx1, x2, x3sq  rx2, x3s  rx1, x3s rx1, x2s  e1 e2 e3  v3.
Recall that by Claim 3, v3 R impB2δ q for any δ 2. Thus by Claim 4 and the preceding equation, v3 generates
kerpB1δ q for 1 ¤ δ 2, and becomes a boundary for precisely δ ¥ 2. Thus Dgmsi
1 pG3 q  tp1, 2qu . Next,
with
x
,
x
as 2-sinks, respectively.
suppose δ  2 and n  4. Then we have rx1 , x2 , x3 s, rx1 , x3 , x4 s P Dsi
3
1
δ
By a direct computation, we then have:

B2δ prx1, x2, x3s rx1, x3, x4sq  e1 e2 e3 e4  v4.
By following the same argument as for the case n  3, we see that Dgmsi
1 pG4 q  tp1, 2qu .
In the sequel, we assume that n ¡ 4. Recall that it remains to show that xvn yδ does not become trivial
until δ  rn{2s, and that xvn yδ  0 for all δ ¥ rn{2s. We have already shown that xvn yδ is not trivial for
δ P r1, 2q. We proceed by defining the following:
γn : rx1 , x2 , x3 s

rx1, x3, x4s

rx1, xn1, xns 

...



n¸2



rx1, xi

1 , xi 2

s.

i 1

Claim 6. For each δ

¥ rn{2s, we have γn P C2δ and B2δ pγnq  vn. In particular, xvnyδ  0 for all such δ.

¥ rn{2s. Notice that
ωG px n{2 1 , x1 q  n  ωG px1 , x n{2 1 q  n  rn{2s ¤ n{2 ¤ rn{2s ¤ δ,
so ωG pxi , x1 q ¤ δ for each i P trn{2s 1, rn{2s 2, . . . , nu. Then for each i P trn{2s
2, . . . , n  1u, we have rxi , xi 1 , x1 s P Dsi
δ , with x1 as a δ-sink.
Also notice that for each i P t1, . . . , rn{2su,
ωG pxi , x n{2 1 q ¤ ωG px1 , x n{2 1 q  rn{2s ¤ δ,
Proof. Let δ

n

r

s

n

r

s

n

n

r

s

n

r

s

1, rn{2s
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F IGURE 10. Placement of xrn{2s and xrn{2s1 , depending on whether n is even or not.
so ωGn pxi , xrn{2s 1 q ¤ δ. Thus for any i P t2, . . . , rn{2su, we have rx1 , xi , xi 1 s P Dsi
δ , with xrn{2s 1 as a
δ-sink.
Combining the two preceding observations, we see that for any i P t2, . . . , n2u, we have rx1 , xi 1 , xi 2 s P
δ
Dsi
δ . It follows that γn P C2 .
Next we observe the following:

B2δ pγnq  B2δ










n¸2



n¸2




rxi

i 1
n¸2




rxi

i 1
n¸2



rx1, xi

1 , xi 2

i 1
1 , xi

2s 

1 , xi 2

s



s


n¸2

n¸2




i 1

rx1, xi 2s



i 1
n¸2



rx1, xi 1s


n¸2

rx1, xi 2s rx1, x2s



i 1

rxi

1 , xi 2

rx1, xi 1s

i 2

s rx1, x2s  rx1, xns  vn.

i 1

¥ rn{2s, we have vn P impB2δ q, and so xvnyδ  0 for each such δ.

It follows that for any δ



P r2, rn{2sq such that xvnyδ is trivial.
Proof. Let 2 ¤ δ rn{2s. As a first step, we wish to show that γn R C2δ . For this step, it suffices to show
that the 2-simplex σ : rx1 , x n{2 , x n{2 1 s does not belong to Dsi
δ . The placement of x n{2 and x n{2 1
Claim 7. There does not exist δ

r

s

r

r

s

s

r

s

is illustrated in Figure 10.
By an argument similar to that used in Figure 9, one can verify that there exists a δ-sink for σ if and only
if at least one of x1 , xrn{2s , xrn{2s 1 is a δ-sink for σ. But note the following:
ωGn pxrn{2s , x1 q  n  prn{2s  1q 

#

n{2 1
rn{2s

: n even
: n odd

¥ rn{2s ¡ δ,
so x1 cannot be a δ-sink for σ. Similarly we note that ωG px n{2 1 , x n{2 q  n ¡ δ and ωG px1 , x n{2 1 q 
si
δ
rn{2s ¡ δ, so neither x n{2 nor x n{2 1 can be δ-sinks for σ. Thus σ R Dδ , and so γn R C2 .
1
δ
δ
1
Suppose there exists
γ P C2 such that B2 pγ q  vn . Then by Lemma 23, we may write B2δ pγ 1 q  vn as
°
a sum of the form i,j aij B2δ prx1 , xi , xj sq, where each aij P K and 1 i j ¤ n. But then, by a linear
independence argument analogous to that used in Claim 4, we must have γn  γ 1 , a contradiction. Thus
vn R impB2δ q. It follows that xvn yδ  0.

Thus we have shown that vn is a nontrivial cycle that appears at δ  1, and becomes a boundary at
exactly δ  rn{2s. Furthermore, we have shown that upon passing to homology, the equivalence classes of
n

r

s

r

s

r

s

r

s

n

r

s
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F IGURE 11. Sample 2-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes for cycle networks
G4 , G6 , G8 . In our experiments, 2-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes for Gn were
always empty for n odd.
all cycles coincide with that of vn . Thus there is only one off-diagonal point p1, rn{2sq on the 1-dimensional
persistence diagram, which appears with multiplicity one. This concludes the proof.

Remark 24. From our experimental results (see Figure 7), it seems that the 1-dimensional Rips persistence
diagram of a cycle network does not admit a characterization as simple as that of Theorem 22. A characterization of the Rips persistence diagrams of a cycle network is left as future work. We remark that the authors
of [AA15] studied a construction called a directed cyclic graph which is slightly more general than a cycle
network, and characterized the Rips persistence diagram of its underlying undirected graph. Moreover, they
gave results for a topological invariant called homotopy type, which is stronger than homology. From our
perspective, it seems that a full characterization of the Rips persistence diagram of a cycle network would
likely be possible, and would be a useful example in the study of persistence of directed networks.
Remark 25. Our motivation for studying cycle networks is that they are a directed analogue of circles, and
we were interested in seeing if the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram would be able to capture
this analogy. Theorem 22 shows that this is indeed the case: we get a single nontrivial 1-dimensional
persistence interval, which is what we would expect when computing the persistent homology of a circle
in the metric space setting. We further studied the 2-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of cycle
networks. Our computational examples, some of which are illustrated in Figure 11, enable us to make the
following conjecture:
Conjecture 1. Let n P N, and let Gn be a cycle network. If n is odd, then Dgmsi
2 pGn q is trivial. If n is
n n
2 s, and the multiplicity of this point is n  1.
,
1
q
P
R
even, then Dgmsi
p
G
q

rp
n
2
2 2
2
Proving this conjecture, and higher dimensional analogues, is left as further work.
6. R IPS AND D OWKER HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING METHODS
In this section, we delve deeper into the “meaning” of a persistence barcode, specifically a 0-dimensional
Rips or Dowker barcode, and explore some connections to hierarchical clustering methods. Some of the
theoretical underpinnings of hierarchical clustering methods in the setting of metric spaces are described in
[CM10, CM13]. Hierarchical clustering methods on dissimilarity networks are described in [CMRS13]. To
facilitate the connection to existing literature, we restrict ourselves to dissimilarity networks (see Remark
12) in this section. We will use notation of the form pX, AX q (as opposed to pX, ωX q) to signal that we are
referring to dissimilarity networks.
As a motivating example, suppose we are given a 0-dimensional Rips persistence barcode obtained from a
network pX, AX q. The right endpoint of each persistence interval in this barcode corresponds to a resolution
δ at which a 0-cycle becomes a 0-boundary. One can then verify the following implication: a 1-simplex
connecting two separated components enters the Rips complex of X at resolution δ. Note that because we
have restricted our attention to dissimilarity networks, we know that: (1) R0X consists of cardpX q singleton
components, and (2) RδXF consists of a single connected component, where δF : maxx,x1 PX AX px, x1 q. At
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any δ P p0, δF q, RδX is a union of connected components, and as δ increases, components only join together,
but do not separate.
The description in the preceding paragraph also applies to the Dowker complex of pX, AX q. We remark
that this hierarchical description of connected components can be realized as a formal structure called a
dendrogram. We will momentarily give a precise definition of a dendrogram, but we first note two reasons
for studying a dendrogram in addition to a 0-dimensional persistence barcode: (1) a dendrogram has a visual
representation as a rooted tree that is just as easy to study as a persistence barcode, and (2) a dendrogram
keeps track of the resolutions at which components join together in addition to the labels of the components
that join together, whereas a 0-dimensional persistence barcode forgets the latter. In the sequel, we will
define dendrograms in general, and then the dendrograms that arise from the Rips and Dowker filtrations of
a network.
Recall that given a finite set X a partition of X is any collection P  tB1 , . . . , Bk u where each Bi is
a subset of X, often referred to as a block or cluster of the partition P . Different blocks of P also need
to be disjoint: for i  j one has Bi X Bj  ∅, and the totality of the blocks must cover X completely:
Yki1Bk  X. From now on, for a finite set X we denote by PartpX q the set of all partitions of X.
Definition 3. Let X be a finite set. A dendrogram over X is a function DX : R Ñ PartpX q such that:
(1) (hierarchy) For t1 ¥ t, DX ptq refines DX pt1 q, meaning that every block of DX ptq is contained in a
block of DX pt1 q.
(2) DtF P R such that for all t ¥ tF , DX ptq  tX u, i.e. the one block partition of X.
(3) DX p0q consists of singletons txu for x P X, i.e. is the finest possible partition of X.
(4) (right continuity) For all t P R there exists ε ¡ 0 such that DX pt1 q  DX ptq for all t1 P rt, t εs.

The parameter t above is referred to as resolution. Conditions 2 and 3 are called boundary conditions,
and they specify the resolutions at which all the nodes of X are clustered together, and at which we have
the only clusters are the singletons. Condition 1 (hierarchy) emphasizes that as the resolution t increases,
clusters can only be combined, not separated. The final condition, right continuity, is included for technical
reasons.
Any function assigning a dendrogram to a network is called a network hierarchical clustering method
(nHCM). To see how an nHCM can be defined, first observe that a partition P on a finite set X is naturally
equivalent to an equivalence relation P , as follows: for any x, x1 P X, we write x P x1 if and only if x, x1
belong to the same block of P . So one method for defining an nHCM would be to specify a procedure that
assigns to any network pX, ωX q a one-parameter family of equivalence relations tδ uδPR , such that the
associated partitions of X satisfy the conditions for a dendrogram. More specifically, the family tδ uδPR
is required to satisfy the following conditions:
(1) If x δ x1 , then x δ1 x1 , whenever δ 1 ¥ δ P R .
(2) There exists δF P R such that for all δ ¥ δF , we have x δ x1 for any x, x1 P X.
(3) x 0 x1 if and only if x  x1 .
(4) For all δ P R , there exists ε ¡ 0 such that whenever δ 1 P rδ, δ εs, we have
x δ 1 x 1

ðñ x δ x1, for all x, x1 P X.
Then, letting PX pδ q denote the partition induced by δ for each δ P R , we can verify the following: (1)
PX pδ q refines PX pδ 1 q whenever δ 1 ¥ δ P R, (2) PX pδ q is the one block partition of X for all δ ¥ δF , for
some δF P R , (3) PX p0q consists of the singleton partition, and (4) for all δ P R , there exists ε ¡ 0 such
that PX pδ q  PX pδ 1 q for all δ 1 P rδ, δ εs.
Before defining the Rips and Dowker nHCMs, we will need a definition. Given any set X and x, x1 P X,
a chain from x to x1 is an ordered set c  tx0 , . . . , xn u of points in X such that x0  x and xn  x1 . The
collection of all such chains is denoted CX px, x1 q.
6.1. The Rips nHCM. For any network pX, AX q, the Rips nHCM is defined by writing, for each δ P R ,
1
1
δ
1
x R
δ x ðñ there exists c P CX px, x q such that rxi , xi 1 s P RX for all xi , xi 1 P c, for all x, x P X.
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One can then verify that R
δ induces an equivalence relation for each δ P R , and that the resulting familiy
of partitions satisfies the conditions of a dendrogram.
Intuitively, one can interpret a weight AX px, x1 q as the cost of “hopping” from node x to node x1 in a
network X; with this intuition, two nodes are δ-related in a Rips nHCM (written x R
δ ) if and only if there
is a sequence of nodes starting at x and ending at x1 such that the cost of hopping back and forth between
consecutive nodes is not greater than δ. We remark that this is precisely the situation for a hierarchical
clustering method called the reciprocal clustering method, which has already been studied in the existing
literature [CMRS13, §5]. Note that in [CMRS13], the reciprocal clustering method has been fully characterized, and has also been shown to be stable. By virtue of the characterization result, one can show that
the Rips nHCM is equivalent to the reciprocal clustering method. So the results that hold for reciprocal
clustering automatically hold for the Rips nHCM.
6.2. The Dowker nHCM. As one would expect, we are also able to define Dowker source and sink nHCMs.
For any network pX, AX q and any δ P R , we write:

1
x so
δ x

s P Dsoδ,X for all xi, xi 1 P c, for all x, x1 P X,
1
1
there exists c P CX px, x1 q such that rxi , xi 1 s P Dsi
x si
δ,X for all xi , xi 1 P c, for all x, x P X.
δ x
(
si
Once again, we can verify that the partitions associated to the families tso
δ uδ PR , δ δ PR satisfy the
ðñ
ðñ

there exists c P CX px, x1 q such that rxi , xi

1

conditions for a dendrogram.
Recall that one of our main results is Theorem 17, where we show that the persistence diagrams arising
from the Dowker source and sink filtrations the same. An analogous but strictly stronger result holds in the
case of Dowker sink and source nHCMS, i.e. we are able to show that these two nHCMs are equivalent in
the sense that the produce the same dendrograms.
Proposition 26 (Dowker duality for hierarchical clustering). The Dowker souce and sink hierarchical clustering methods are equivalent. In other words, given any dissimilarity network pX, AX q, any δ P R , and
any two points x, x1 P X, we have:
1
so 1
x si
δ x ðñ x δ x .

1
1
Proof. Let x, x1 P X, and suppose x si
δ x . Let c  tx  x0 , x1 , . . . , xp  x u be a chain such that
1
si
rxi, xi 1s P Dδ,X for all xi, xi 1 P c. Then there exists a sequence c  ty1, y2, . . . , ypu such that:

px0, y1q, px1, y1q, px1, y2q, px2, y2q, px2, y3q, px3, y3q, . . . , pxp1, ypq, pxp, ypq P Rδ,X .

Note that Rδ,X was defined in Equation 2. Now we also have

ry1, y2s, ry2, y3s, . . . , ryp1, yps P Dsoδ,X ,
where xi is a δ-source for ryi , yi 1 s, for each 1 ¤ i ¤ p  1. Since px0 , x0 q, px0 , y1 q P Rδ,X , we also
have rx0 , y1 s P Dso
δ,X , with x0 acting as a δ-source. Similarly, we have pxp , xp q, pxp , yp q P Rδ,X , and thus
so
ryp, xps P Dδ,X , with xp acting as a δ-source. Hence we have x soδ x1, via the chain px0, y1, y2, . . . , yp, xpq.
1
si 1
This shows x so

δ x ùñ x δ x . The reverse implication is proved similarly.
Because of Proposition 26, we may refer to either of the Dowker source and sink nHCMs as the Dowker
nHCM method. We will denote the corresponding equivalence relations for each δ P R by D
δ . We
emphasize that the result in Proposition 26 cannot be obtained as the 0-dimensional case of Theorem 17,
because dendrograms carry strictly more information than 0-dimensional persistence diagrams. By the same
token, one can obtain the 0-dimensional case of Theorem 17 as a corollary to Proposition 26.
From the proof of Proposition 26, we can devise the following intuition behind the Dowker nHCM: two
nodes x, x1 in a Dowker nHCM are δ-related (written x D
δ ) if and only if there is a sequence of nodes
starting at x and ending at x1 such that the minimum of the costs of the backward and forward hops between
consecutive nodes is not greater than δ. We remark that this is precisely the situation for a hierarchical
clustering method known as the unilateral clustering method in the existing literature [CMRS13, §10]. The
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unilateral clustering method was defined, characterized, and also shown to be stable in [CMRS13, Theorem
9, Remark 12]. Using the characterization result of unilateral clustering, one can verify that Dowker nHCM
and unilateral clustering are equivalent. By virtue of this equivalence, one can import all of the desirable
properties of unilateral clustering into the setting of Dowker nHCM.
To conclude this section, we remark that the notions of connectivity encapsulated in the Dowker nHCM
will be revisited in §7.4, where we test our methods on a global migration dataset.
Remark 27. Although we assumed that all the networks in this section were dissimilarity networks, we can
also define nHCMs for general networks. The output of an nHCM on a general network will be a treegram,
which can be thought of as a generalized dendrogram. Details can be found in [SCM16].
7. I MPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS ON CLASSIFICATION AND EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we present results of four sets of experiments that we ran using simulated and real-world
data. In each experiment, we computed the 0 and 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes of a set
of networks. All persistent homology computations were carried out using the Javaplex package for
Matlab. A full description of Javaplex can be found in [TVJA]. We used K  Z2 as the field of coefficients
for all our persistence computations. The datasets and software used for our computations are available on
https://research.math.osu.edu/networks/Datasets.html. A version of our simulated
hippocampal networks experiment will appear in [CM16c].
Javaplex comes with a function for returning a representative cycle for each persistence interval. We
will use this function heavily in our analysis, especially in §7.2-7.4. One drawback to note is that when
there are multiple cycles representing the same persistence interval, we do not have any control over which
representative cycle is returned by Javaplex.
All networks in the following experiments were normalized to have weights in the range r0, 1s. For
each network, we computed Dowker sink complexes at resolutions δ  0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 1.00. This
filtration was then passed into Javaplex, which produced 0 and 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes
and representative cycles.
7.1. Simulated hippocampal networks. In the neuroscience literature, it has been shown that as an animal
explores a given environment or arena, specific “place cells” in the hippocampus show increased activity
at specific spatial regions, called “place fields” [OD71]. Each place cell shows a spike in activity when the
animal enters the place field linked to this place cell, accompanied by a drop in activity as the animal moves
far away from this place field. To understand how the brain processes this data, a natural question to ask is
the following: Is the time series data of the place cell activity, referred to as “spike trains”, enough to detect
the structure of the arena?
Approaches based on homology [CI08] and persistent homology [DMFC12] have shown positive results
in this direction. In [DMFC12], the authors simulated the trajectory of a rat in an arena containing “holes.” A
simplicial complex was then built as follows: whenever n 1 place cells with overlapping place fields fired
together, an n-simplex was added. This yield a filtered simplicial complexed indexed by a time parameter.
By computing persistence, it was then shown that the number of persistent bars in the 1-dimensional barcode
of this filtered simplicial complex would accurately represent the number of holes in the arena.
We repeated this experiment with the following change in methodology: we simulated the movement of
an animal, and corresponding hippocampal activity, in arenas with a variety of obstacles. We then induced
a directed network from each set of hippocampal activity data, and computed the associated 1-dimensional
Dowker persistence diagrams. We were interested in seeing if the bottleneck distances between diagrams
arising from similar arenas would differ significantly from the bottleneck distance between diagrams arising
from different arenas. To further exemplify our methods, we repeated our analysis after computing the
1-dimensional Rips persistence diagrams from the hippocampal activity networks.
In our experiment, there were five arenas. The first was a square of side length L  10, with four
circular “holes” or “forbidden zones” of radius 0.2L that the trajectory could not intersect. The other four
arenas were those obtained by removing the forbidden zones one at a time. In what follows, we refer to
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the arenas of each type as 4-hole, 3-hole, 2-hole, 1-hole, and 0-hole arenas. For each arena, a random-walk
trajectory of 5000 steps was generated, where the animal could move along a square grid with 20 points in
each direction. The grid was obtained as a discretization of the box r0, Ls  r0, Ls, and each step had length
0.05L. The animal could move in each direction with equal probability. If one or more of these moves
took the animal outside the arena (a disallowed move), then the probabilities were redistributed uniformly
among the allowed moves. Each trajectory was tested to ensure that it covered the entire arena, excluding the
forbidden zones. Formally, we write the time steps as a set T : t1, 2, . . . , 5000u, and denote the trajectory
as a map traj : T Ñ r0, Ls2 .
For each of the five arenas, 20 trials were conducted, producing a total of 100 trials. For each trial lk ,
an integer nk was chosen uniformly at random from the interval r150, 200s. Then nk place fields of radius
0.05L were scattered uniformly at random inside the corresponding arena for each lk . An illustration of
the place field distribution is provided in Figure 12. A spike on a place field was recorded whenever the
trajectory would intersect it. So for each 1 ¤ i ¤ nk , the spiking pattern of cell xi , corresponding to place
field PFi , was recorded via a function ri : T Ñ t0, 1u given by:
ri ptq 

#

1 : trajptq intersects PFi ,
0 : otherwise

t P T.

The matrix corresponding to ri is called the raster of cell xi . A sample raster is illustrated in Figure
12. For each trial lk , the corresponding network pXk , ωXk q was constructed as follows: Xk consisted of nk
nodes representing place fields, and for each 1 ¤ i, j ¤ nk , the weight ωXk pxi , xj q was given by:
Ni,j p5q
,
ωXk pxi , xj q  1  °nk
i1 Ni,j p5q

where Ni,j p5q  card

(

ps, tq P T 2 : t P r2, 5000s, t  s P r1, 5s, rj ptq  1, ripsq  1 .
In words, Ni,j p5q counts the pairs of times ps, tq, s t, such that cell xj spikes at a time t after cell xi

spikes at a time s, and the delay between the two spikes is fewer than 5 time steps. The idea is that if cell xj
frequently fires within a short span of time after cell xi fires, then place fields PFi and PFj are likely to be in
close proximity to each other. The column sum of the matrix corresponding to ωXk is normalized to 1, and
J can be interpreted as the transition matrix of a Markov process.
so ωX
k
Next, we computed the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of each of the 100 networks. Note
D J
that DgmD
1 pωX q  Dgm1 pωX q by Proposition 18, so we are actually obtaining the 1-dimensional Dowker
persistence diagrams of transition matrices of Markov processes. We then computed a 100  100 matrix
consisting of the bottleneck distances between all the 1-dimensional persistence diagrams. The single linkage dendrogram generated from this bottleneck distance matrix is shown in Figure 13. The labels are in the
format env-<nh>-<nn>, where nh is the number of holes in the arena/environment, and nn is the number of place fields. Note that with some exceptions, networks corresponding to the same arena are clustered
together. We conclude that the Dowker persistence diagram succeeded in capturing the intrinsic differences
between the five classes of networks arising from the five different arenas, even when the networks had
different sizes.
We then computed the Rips persistence diagrams of each network, and computed the 100  100 bottleneck
distance matrix associated to the collection of 1-dimensional diagrams. The single linkage dendrogram
generated from this matrix is given in Figure 14. Notice that the Rips dendrogram does not do a satisfactory
job of classifying arenas correctly.
As a different approach towards comparing the Rips and Dowker methods, we show the 3-dimensional
MDS plots of their bottleneck distance matrices in Figure 15. Note that in the Rips MDS plot, all the arena
types are scrambled together. In the Dowker MDS plot, the data points corresponding to the 3 and 4-hole
arenas are well-separated, and it also appears that the 2-hole arenas are reasonably far apart from the 0 and
1-hole arenas. It seems that the 0 and 1-hole arenas are often confounded with each other, although rarely
with the other arenas.
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F IGURE 12. Bottom right: Sample place cell spiking pattern matrix. The x-axis corresponds to the number of time steps, and the y-axis corresponds to the number of place cells.
Black dots represent spikes. Clockwise from bottom middle: Sample distribution of place
field centers in 4, 3, 0, 1, and 2-hole arenas.
At the moment we are working on expanding the database of hippocampal networks on which to test and
evaluate the classifying ability of Dowker persistence diagrams.
Remark 28. We note that an alternative method of comparing the networks obtained from our simulations
would have been to compute the pairwise network distances, and plot the results in a dendrogram. But dN is
NP-hard to compute [CM16b], so instead, we are computing the bottleneck distances between 1-dimensional
Dowker persistence diagrams, as suggested by Remark 11.
7.2. U.S. economy input-output accounts. Each year, the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis (www.bea.gov) releases the U.S. input-output accounts, which show the commodity inputs used by each industry to produce its output, and the total commodity output of each industry. Economists
use this data to answer two questions: (1) what is the total output of the US economy, and (2) what is the
process by which this output is produced and distributed [HP06].
One of the core data types in these accounts is a “make” table, which shows the production of commodities by industries. The industries are labeled according to the North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS), and the commodities (i.e. goods or services) produced by each industry are also labeled
according to the NAICS. This make table can be viewed as a network pE, mq consisting of a set of NAICS
labels E, and a function m : E  E Ñ Z . Note that the same labels are used to denote industries and
commodities. After fixing an enumeration pe1 , . . . , en q of E, the entry mpei , ej q corresponds to the dollar
value (in millions) of commodity type ej produced by industry ei . For example, if e corresponds to the
economic sector “Farms,” then mpe, eq is the dollar value (in millions) of farming commodities produced
by the farming industry.
In our next example, we analyze make table data from the U.S. Department of Commerce for the year
2011. Specifically, we begin with a set E of 71 economic sectors, and view it as a network by the process
described above. We remark that a complementary data set, the “use” table data for 2011, has been analyzed
thoroughly via hierarchical clustering methods in [CMRS13].
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F IGURE 13. Single linkage dendrogram corresponding to the distance matrix obtained by
computing bottleneck distances between 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of
our database of hippocampal networks (§7.1). Note that the 4, 3, and 2-hole arenas are well
separated into clusters at threshold 0.1.
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F IGURE 14. Single linkage dendrogram corresponding to the distance matrix obtained by
computing bottleneck distances between 1-dimensional Rips persistence diagrams of our
database of hippocampal networks (§7.1). Notice that the hierarchical clustering fails to
capture the correct arena types.
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F IGURE 15. MDS scatter plots for our hippocampal networks experiment (§7.1). The magenta, red, green, cyan, and black dots represent 0,1,2,3, and 4-hole arenas, respectively.
Top: Two different slices of an MDS scatter plot of the 1-dimensional Dowker bottleneck
distance matrix. Note that the 3 and 4-hole arenas are well-separated. The 3 and 4-hole
arenas appear to be close to each other, but far away from the 0 or 1-hole arenas. The 2hole arenas are occasionally mixed with the 3-hole arenas, but are typically separated from
the 0 and 1-hole arenas. Bottom: Two different slices of an MDS scatter plot of the 1dimensional Rips bottleneck distance matrix. Note that this plot does not appear to contain
any discernible structure at all.
Our analysis is motivated by question (2) described above, i.e. what is the process by which commodities
are produced and distributed across economic sectors. Note that one can simply read off values from the
make table that show direct investment between commodities and industries, i.e. which commodities are
being produced by which industry. A more interesting question is to find patterns of indirect investment,
e.g. chains pei , ej , ek q where industry ei produces commodities of type ej , and industry ej in turn produces
commodities of type ek . Note that if ei does not produce any commodities of type ek , then this indirect
influence of ei on ek is not immediately apparent from the make table. One can manually infer this kind
of indirect influence by tracing values across a make table, but this process can become cumbersome when
there are large numbers of economic sectors, and when one wants to find chains of greater length.
To automate this process so that finding flows of investment can be used for exploratory data analysis, we
take the viewpoint of using persistent homology. Beginning with the 71  71 make table matrix, we first
obtained a matrix ω E defined by:
ω E pei , ej q :

#

mpei , ej q
0

:ij
, for each 1 ¤ i, j
: i  j.

¤ 71.

Because our goal was to analyze the interdependence of industries and the flow of commodities across
industrial sectors, we removed the diagonal as above to discount the commodities produced by each industry
in its own type. Next we defined a network pE, ωE q, where ωE was given by:


ω E pei , ej q
for each 1 ¤ i, j ¤ 71.
ePE ω E pe, ej q
Here f pxq  1  x is a function used to convert the original similarity network into a dissimilarity
network. The greater the dissimilarity, the weaker the investment, and vice versa. So if ωE pe, e1 q  0.85,
ωE pei , ej q  f

°
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F IGURE 16. 0 and 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes for US economic sector
data, obtained by the process described in §7.2. The long 1-dimensional persistence intervals that are colored in red are examined in §7.2.2 and Figures 17,18.
then sector e is said to make an investment of 15% on sector e1 , meaning that 15% of the commodities of type
e1 produced externally (i.e. by industries other than e1 ) are produced by industry e. After this preprocessing
step, we computed the 0 and 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of the resulting network. The
corresponding barcodes are presented in Figure 16, and our interpretation is given below.
7.2.1. Dependent sectors. We open our discussion with the 0-dimensional Dowker persistence barcode
presented in Figure 16. Recall that Javaplex produces representative 0-cycles for each persistence interval
in this 0-dimensional barcode. Typically, these representative 0-cycles are given as the boundary of a 1simplex, so that we know which pair of sectors merges together into a 1-simplex and converts the 0-cycle
into a 0-boundary. We interpret the representative sectors of the shortest 0-dimensional persistence intervals
as pairs of sectors where one is strongly dependent on the other. To justify this interpretation, we observe
that the right endpoint of a 0-dimensional persistence interval corresponds to a resolution δ at which two
industries e, e1 find a common δ-sink. Typically this sink is one of e or e1 , although this sink is allowed
to be a third industry e2 . We suggest the following interpretation for being a common δ-sink: of all the
commodities of type e2 produced by industries other than e2 , over p1  δ q  100% is produced by each of
the industries e, e1 . Note that for δ 0.50, this interpretation suggests that e2 is actually e1 (or e), and that
over 50% of the commodities of type e1 produced by external industries (i.e. by industries other than e1 ) are
actually produced by e (resp. e1 ).
In Table 1 we list some sample representative 0-cycles produced by Javaplex. Note that these cycles
are representatives for bars that we can actually see on the 0-dimensional barcode in Figure 16. We do
not focus any more on finding dependent sectors and direct investment relations, and point the reader to
[CMRS13] where this topic has been covered in great detail under the lens of hierarchical clustering (albeit
with a slightly different dataset, the “use” table instead of the make table). We also point the reader to §6,
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Sample 0-dimensional persistence invervals from economy data
Interval r0, δ q Representative 0-cycle Labels
r0.0, 0.1q
r47s r70s
47=Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles
70=State and local general government
r0.0, 0.4q
r45s r44s
45=Securities, commodity contracts, and investments
44=Federal Reserve banks, credit intermediation, and related activities
r0.0, 0.07q r24s r3s
3=Oil and gas extraction
24=Petroleum and coal products

39

δ-sink
47
45
24

TABLE 1. The first two columns contain sample 0-dimensional persistence intervals, as
produced by Javaplex. We have added the labels in column 3, and the common δ-sinks in
column 4.

where we have provided definitions and interpretations of both the Rips and Dowker network hierarchical
clustering methods. In the following subsection, we study some of the persistent 1-dimensional intervals
shown in Figure 16, specifically the two longest bars that we have colored in red.
7.2.2. Patterns of investment. Examining the representative cycles of the persistent 1-dimensional intervals in Figure 16 allows us to discover patterns of investment that would not otherwise be apparent from
the raw data. Javaplex produces representative nodes for each nontrivial persistence interval, so we were
able to directly obtain the industrial sectors involved in each cycle. Note that for a persistence interval
rδ0, δ1q, Javaplex produces a representative cycle that emerges at resolution δ0. As more 1-simplices enter
the Dowker filtration at greater resolutions, the homology equivalence class of this cycle may coincide with
that of a shorter cycle, until finally it becomes the trivial class at δ1 . We have illustrated some of the representative cycles produced by Javaplex in Figures 17 and 18. To facilitate our analysis, we have also added
arrows in the figures according to the following rule: for each representative cycle at resolution δ, there is
an arrow ei Ñ ej if and only if ωE pei , ej q ¤ δ, i.e. if and only if ej is a sink for the simplex rei , ej s in Dsi
δ,E .
Consider the 1-dimensional persistence interval r0.75, 0.95q, colored in red in Figure 16. The industries involved in a representative cycle for this interval at δ  0.75 are: Wood products (WO), Primary
metals (PM), Fabricated metal products (FM), Petroleum and coal products (PC), Chemical products (CH),
and Plastics and rubber products (PL). The entire cycle is illustrated in Figure 17. Starting at the bottom
right, note that PC has an arrow going towards CH, suggesting the dependence of the chemical industry on
petroleum and coal products. This makes sense because petroleum and coal products are the major organic
components used by chemical plants. Chemical products are a necessary ingredient for the synthesis of
plastics, which could explain the arrow (CHÑPL). Plastic products are commonly used to produce woodplastic composites, which are low-cost alternatives to products made entirely out of wood. This can explain
the arrow PLÑWO. Next consider the arrows FMÑWO and FMÑPM. As a possible interpretation of
these arrows, note that fabricated metal frames and other components are frequently used in wood products,
and fabricated metal structures are used in the extraction of primary metals from ores. Also note that the
metal extraction industry is one of the largest consumers of energy. Since energy is mostly produced from
petroleum and coal products, this is a possible reason for the arrow PCÑPM.
We now consider the 1-dimensional persistence interval r0.81, 1q colored in red in Figure 16. The sectors
involved in a representative cycle for this interval at δ  0.81 are: Petroleum and coal products (PC), Oil and
gas (OG), Waste management (WM), State and local general government (SLGG), Apparel and leather and
allied products (AP), Textile mills (TE), Plastics and rubber products (PL), and Chemical products (CH).
The pattern of investment in this cycle is illustrated in Figure 18, at resolutions δ  0.81 and δ  0.99.
We have already provided interpretations for the arrows OGÑPCÑCHÑPL above. Consider the arrow
PLÑTE. This likely reflects the widespread use of polyester and polyester blends in production of fabrics.
These fabrics are then cut and sewn to manufacture clothing, hence the arrow TEÑAP. Also consider the
arrow WMÑOG: this suggests the role of waste management services in the oil and gas industry, which
makes sense because the waste management industry has a significant role in the treatment and disposal of
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WO

FM

FM

PL

PM

CH

PC

Investment patterns at δ

PL

PM

CH

 0.75

PC

Investment patterns at δ

 0.94

F IGURE 17. Here we illustrate the representative nodes for one of the 1-dimensional persistence intervals in Figure 16. This 1-cycle [PC,CH] + [CH,PL] + [PL,WO] - [WO,FM] +
[FM,PM] - [PM,PC] persists on the interval r0.75, 0.95q. At δ  0.94, we observe that this
1-cycle has joined the homology equivalence class of the shorter 1-cycle illustrated on the
right. Unidirectional arrows represent an asymmetric flow of investment. A full description
of the meaning of each arrow is provided in §7.2.2.

OG

WM
OG

PC

WM

SLGG

CH
CH

SLGG

AP
TE
PL

AP

TE

Investment patterns at δ

 0.81

Investment patterns at δ

 0.99

F IGURE 18. Representative nodes for another 1-dimensional persistence interval in Figure
16. A full description of this cycle is provided in §7.2.2.
hazardous materials produced in the oil and gas industry. Finally, note that the arrows SLGGÑWM and
SLGGÑAP likely suggest the dependence of the waste management and apparel industries on state and
local government support.
We note that there are numerous other 1-dimensional persistence intervals in Figure 16 that could be
worth exploring, especially for economists who regularly analyze the make tables in input-output accounts
and are better prepared to interpret this type of data. The results obtained in our analysis above suggest that
viewing these tables as asymmetric networks and then computing their persistence diagrams is a reasonable
method for uncovering their hidden attributes.
7.3. U.S. migration. The U.S. Census Bureau (www.census.gov) publishes data on the annual migration of individuals between the 50 states of the U.S., the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. An
individual is said to have migrated from State A to State B in year Y if their residence in year Y is in State
B, and in the previous year, their residence was in State A. In this section, we define a network structure that
encapsulates migration flows within the U.S., and study this network via its Dowker persistence diagrams.
We use migration flow data from 2011 in our work. We begin with a set S  ts1 , . . . , s52 u of these 52
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regions and a function m : S  S Ñ Z , where mpsi , sj q represents the number of migrants moving from
si to sj . We define a network pS, ωS q, with ωS given by:
ωS psi , sj q  f



mpsi , sj q
si PS,ij mpsi , sj q

°

if si

 sj ,

ωS psi , si q  0,

si , sj

P S,

where f pxq  1  x. The purpose of f is to convert similarity data into dissimilarity data. A large value of
ωS psi , sj q means that few people move from si to sj . The diagonal is removed to ensure that we focus on
migration patterns, not on the base population of each state.
7.3.1. The Dowker complex of migration. Because we will eventually compute the Dowker persistence
diagram of the network pS, ωS q, we first suggest interpretations of some aspects of the Dowker complex that
si
δ
si
we construct as an intermediate step. Let δ ¥ 0, and write Dsi
δ : Dδ,S , C2 : C2 pDδ q. We proceed by
defining, for any state s P S, the migrant influx of s:
influxpsq :

¸

s1 PS,s1 s

mps1 , sq.

Interpretation of a δ-sink. Next we probe the meaning of a δ-sink in the migration context. For simplicity,
we first discuss δ-sinks of 1-simplices. Let rs, s1 s be a 1-simplex for s, s1 P S, and let s2 P S be a δ-sink
for rs, s1 s. Then, by unwrapping the definitions above, we see that s2 receives at least p1  δ qpinfluxps2 qq
migrants from each of s, s1 . This suggests the following physical interpretation of the 1-simplex rs, s1 s:
in 2010, there were at least p1  δ qpinfluxps2 qq residents in each of s and s1 who had a common goal of
moving to s2 in 2011. There could be a variety of reasons for interregional migration—people might be
moving for employment purposes, for better climate, and so on—but the important point here is that we
have a quantitative estimate of residents of s and s1 with similar relocation preferences. On the other hand,
letting r, r1 P S be states such that rr, r1 s R Dsi
δ , the lack of a common δ-sink suggests that residents of r and
r1 might have significantly different migration preferences. Following this line of thought, we hypothesize
the following:
Residents of states that span a 1-simplex in Dsi
δ are more similar to each other (in terms of migrational
preferences) than residents of states that do not span a 1-simplex.
More generally, when n states form an n-simplex in Dsi
δ , we say that they exhibit coherence of preference
at resolution δ. The idea is that the residents of these n states have a mutual preference for a particular
attractor state, which acts as a δ-sink. Conversely, a collection of n states that do not form an n-simplex
are said to exhibit incoherence of preference at resolution δ—residents of these states do not agree strongly
enough on a common destination for migration.
Interpretation of a connected component. Now we try to understand the physical interpretation of a connected component in Dsi
δ . Recall that we have already characterized connected components of a Dowker
complex in §6; here we provide a treatment specialized to the case of migration. Also recall that two states
1
s, s1 P S belong to a connected component in Dsi
δ if and only if there exist s1  s, . . . , sn  s P S such
that:
rs1, s2s, rs2, s3s, rs3, s4s, . . . , rsn1, sns P Dsiδ .
(5)
Let s1 , . . . , sn P S be such that Condition 5 above is satisfied. Note that this implies that there exists a
δ-sink ri for each rsi , si 1 s, for 1 ¤ i ¤ n  1. Let r1 , . . . , rn1 be δ-sinks for rs1 , s2 s, . . . , rsn1 , sn s. We
can further verify, using the fact that ωS vanishes on the diagonal, that the sinks r1 , . . . , rn1 themselves
belong to this connected component:

rs1, r1s, rr1, s2s, rs2, r2s, rr2, s3s . . . , rrn1, sns P Dsiδ .

The moral of the preceding observations can be summarized as follows:
The vertex set of any connected component of Dsi
δ contains a special subset of “attractor” or “sink” states
at resolution δ.
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So in 2010, for any i P t1, n  1u, there were at least p1  δ qpinfluxpri qq people in si and in si1 who
had a common goal of moving to ri in 2011. Moreover, for any i, j P t1, . . . , nu , i  j, there were at least
min1¤i¤n1 p1  δ qpinfluxpri qq people in each of si and sj in 2010 who migrated elsewhere in 2011. From a
different perspective, we are able to distinguish all the states in a connected component that are significantly
attractive to migrants (the sinks/receivers), and we have quantitative estimates on the migrant flow within
this connected component into its sink/receiver states.
Consider the special case where each state in a connected component of n states, written as s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ,
loses p1  δ qpinfluxprqq residents to a single state r P S. By the preceding observations, r belongs to this
connected component, and we can write r  s1 (relabeling as needed). Then we observe that the n states
tr, s2, . . . , snu form an n-simplex, with r as a common sink. In this case, we have ωS psi, rq ¤ δ for each
2 ¤ i ¤ n. Also note that if we write
vnδ : rr, s2 s

rs2, s3s rs3, s4s . . . rsn1, sns rsn, rs P C1δ
γnδ : rr, s2 , s3 s rr, s3 , s4 s . . . rr, sn1 , sn s P C2δ ,
then we can verify that B1δ pvn q  0, and B2δ pγn q  vn . In other words, we obtain a 1-cycle that is automati-

cally the boundary of a 2-chain, i.e. is trivial upon passing to homology.
In general, a connected component in Dsi
δ might contain chains of states that form loops, i.e. states
s1 , s2 , . . . , sn such that:

rs1, s2s, rs2, s3s, rs3, s4s, . . . , rsn1, sns, rsn, s1s P Dsiδ .

(6)

Note that Condition 6 is of course more stringent than Condition 5. By writing such a loop in the form
of vnδ above, we can verify that it forms a 1-cycle. Thus a connected component containing a loop will be
detected in a 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram, unless the resolution at which the 1-cycle appears
coincides with that at which it becomes a 1-boundary.
Interpretation of 1-cycles. The preceding discussion shows that it is necessary to determine not just 1cycles, but also the 1-boundaries that they eventually form. Any 1-boundary arises as the image of B2δ applied
to a linear combination of 2-simplices in Dsi
δ . Note that in this context, each 2-simplex is a triple of states
rsi, sj , sk s with a common sink r to which each of si, sj , sk has lost p1  δqpinfluxprqq residents between
2010 and 2011. Alternatively, at least p1  δ qpinfluxprqq residents from each of si , sj , sk had a common
preference of moving to r between 2010 and 2011. Next let trs1 , s11 , s21 s, rs2 , s12 , s22 s, . . . , rsn , s1n , s2n su be
a collection of 2-simplices in Dsi
δ , with sinks tr1 , . . . , rn u. One way to consolidate the information they
contain is to simply write them as a sum:
τnδ : rs1 , s11 , s21 s

rs2, s12, s22 s

...

rsn, s1n, s2ns P C2δ .

Notice that applying the boundary map to τn yields:
znδ : B2δ pτn q 

ņ





rs1i, s2i s  rsi, s2i s rsi, s1is .

i 1

At this point we have a list of triples of states, and for each triple we have a quantitative estimate on the
number of residents who have a preferred state for migration in common. Now we consider the following
relaxation of this situation: for a fixed i P t1, . . . , nu and some δ0
δ, it might be the case that ri is no
longer a mutual δ0 -sink for rsi , s1i , s2i s, or even that there is no δ0 -sink for rsi , s1i , s2i s. However, there might
still be δ0 -sinks u, u1 , u2 for rsi , s1i s, rs1i , s2i s, rs2i , si s, respectively. In such a case, we see that τnδ0 R C2δ0 ,
but znδ0 P C1δ0 . Thus 0  xzn yδ0 P H1 pDsi
δ0 q. Assuming that δ ¡ δ0 is the minimum resolution at which
xznyδ  0, we then have a general description of the way in which persistent 1-cycles might arise.
A very special case of the preceding example occurs when we are able to choose a δ-sink ri for each
rsi, s1i, s2i s, i P t1, . . . , nu, such that r1  r2  . . .  rn. In this case, we say that znδ0 becomes a 1-boundary
due to a single mutual sink r1 . This situation is illustrated in Figure 19. Also note the interpretation
of this special case: assuming that znδ is a 1-boundary, we know that each of the states in the collection
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Yni1tsi, s1i, s2i u loses p1  δqpinfluxpr1qq residents to r1 between 2010 and 2011. This signals that r1 is an

especially strong attractor state.
We remark that none of the 1-cycles in the U.S. migration data set that we analyzed exhibited the property
of becoming a boundary due to a single mutual sink. However, we did find several examples of this special
phenomenon in the global migration dataset studied in §7.4. One of these special sinks turns out to be
Djibouti, which is a gateway from the Horn of Africa to the Middle East, and is both a destination and a port
of transit for migrants moving between Asia and Africa.
Interpretation of barcodes in the context of migration data. Having suggested interpretations of simplices, cycles, and boundaries, we now turn to the question of interpreting a persistence barcode in the
context of migration. Note that when computing persistence barcodes, Javaplex can return a representative
cycle for each bar, with the caveat that we do not have any control over which representative is returned.
From the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcode of a migration dataset, we can use the right endpoint
of a bar to obtain a 1-boundary, i.e. a list of triples of states along with quantitative estimates on how many
residents from each triple had a preferred migration destination in common. In the special case where the
1-boundary forms due to a single mutual sink, we will have a further quantitative estimate on how many
residents from each state in the 1-boundary migrated to the mutual sink. The left endpoint of a bar in the
1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcode corresponds to a special connected component with the structure
of a 1-cycle. Notice that all the connected components are listed in the 0-dimensional Dowker persistence
diagram. See §7.4 for some additional comments.
Interpretation of error between lower bounds and true migration. In each of Tables 2 and 3 (and Tables 4, 5 in §7.4), we have provided lower bounds on migration flow between certain states, following the
discussion above. More precisely, we do the following:
0-cycles: Given a persistence interval r0, δ q, δ P R, and a representative 0-cycle, we find the 1-simplex
that converts the 0-cycle into a 0-boundary at resolution δ. We then find a δ-sink for this 1-simplex,
and estimate a lower bound on the migrant flow into this δ-sink.
1-cycles: Given a persistence interval rδ0 , δ1 q, δ0 , δ1 P R, and a representative 1-cycle, we find a δ0 sink for each 1-simplex in the 1-cycle, and estimate a lower bound on the migrant flow into this
δ0 -sink from its associated 1-simplex.
We also provide the true migration flows beside our lower bound estimates. However, in each of our
analyses, we incur a certain error between our lower bound and the actual migration value. We now provide
some interpretations for this error.
For the case of 0-cycles, note that all the networks we analyze are normalized to have edge weights in the
interval r0, 1s. For efficiency, in order to produce a Dowker filtration, we compute Dsi
δ for δ-values in the set
delta : t0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 1.00u.

So whenever we have ωS psi , sj q R delta for some states si , sj P S, the 1-simplex rsi , sj s is not detected un1
til we compute Dsi
δ 1 , where δ is the smallest element in delta greater than ωS psi , sj q. If sj is a δ-sink in this
case, then our predicted lower bound on the migration flow si Ñ sj will differ by up to p0.01qpinfluxpsj qq
from the true value. The situation described here best explains the error values in Table 4.
For the case of 1-cycles, we will study a simple motivating example. Suppose we have the following
1-simplices:
rs1, s2s, rs2, s3s, . . . , rsn1, sns, rsn, s1s, for s1, . . . , sn P S.

For each i P t1, . . . , nu, let δi P R denote the resolution at which simplex rsi , si 1 pmod nq s emerges. For
simplicity, suppose we have δ1 ¤ δ2 ¤ δ3 ¤ . . . ¤ δn , and also that s2 is a δn -sink for rs1 , s2 s. For our
lower bound, we estimate that the migrant flow s1 Ñ s2 is at least p1  δn qpinfluxps2 qq. A better lower
bound would be p1  δ1 qpinfluxps2 qq, but the only δ-value that Javaplex gives us access to is δn . Because
δ1 could be much smaller than δn , it might be the case that our lower bound is much smaller than the true
migration.
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F IGURE 19. An example of a 1-cycle becoming a 1-boundary due to a single mutual sink
r, as described in the interpretation of 1-cycles in §7.3.1. The figure on the left shows
a connected component of Dsi
δ,S , consisting of rs1 , s2 s, rs2 , s3 s, rs3 , s4 s. The arrows are
meant to suggest that r will eventually become a δ-sink for each of these 1-simplices, for
some large enough δ. The progression of these simplices for increasing values of δ are
shown from left to right. In the leftmost figure, r is not a δ-sink for any of the three 1simplices. Note that r has become a δ-sink for rs3 , s4 s in the middle figure. Finally, in the
rightmost figure, r has become a δ-sink for each of the three 1-simplices.
The preceding discussion suggests the following inference: if a 1-simplex rsi , si 1 s exhibits a large error
between the true migration into a δn -sink and the predicted lower bound, then rsi , si 1 s likely emerged at a
resolution proportionately smaller than δn . Thus we can interpret the states si , si 1 as exhibiting relatively
strong coherence of preference. Conversely, 1-simplices that exhibit a smaller error likely emerged at a
resolution closer to δn —the states forming such 1-simplices exhibited incoherence of preference for a greater
range of resolutions. Note that even though we made some simplifying assumptions in our choice of a 1cycle, a similar analysis can be done for any 1-cycle.
7.3.2. Analysis of U.S. migration. We computed the 0 and 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes of
the network pS, ωS q obtained in §7.3. The result is shown in Figure 20. As particular cases, we study the
two 1-dimensional bars that are highlighted in red in Figure 20. We obtain representative cycles for each of
these bars, and superimpose them on a map of the U.S. in Figure 21. In the remainder of this section, we
will discuss the cycles presented in Figure 21.

The (OH-KY-GA-FL) cycle. As a representative 1-cycle for the 1-dimensional interval r0.90, 0.94q, Javaplex
returns the 1-cycle ([FL,OH] + [FL,GA] + [KY,OH] + [GA,FL]). This Ohio-Kentucky-Georgia-Florida cycle first emerges in C10.90 , and becomes a 1-boundary in C10.94 . In Table 2, we provide the 0.90-sinks for
each of the 1-simplices, the 0.94-sinks for some 2-simplices that convert this cycle into a boundary, our
estimates on the number of migrants to each sink, and also the true numbers of migrants.

The (WA-OR-CA-AZ-UT-ID) cycle. As a representative 1-cycle for the 1-dimensional interval r0.87, 0.92q,
Javaplex returns the 1-cycle ([CA,OR] + [OR,WA] + [AZ,UT] + [ID,UT] + [ID,WA] + [AZ,CA]). This
Washington-Oregon-California-Arizona-Utah-Idaho cycle first emerges in C10.87 , and becomes a 1-boundary
in C10.92 . In Table 3, we provide the 0.87-sinks for each of the 1-simplices, the 0.92-sinks that convert this
1-cycle into a boundary, our estimates on the number of migrants to each sink, and the true migration numbers.
To probe the sociological aspects of a 1-cycle, we recall our hypothesis that residents of states that are
not connected by a 1-simplex are less similar to each other than residents of states that are connected as
such. The West Coast cycle given above seems to follow this hypothesis: It seems reasonable to think that
residents of California would be quite different from residents of Idaho or Utah, and possibly quite similar
to those of Oregon. Similarly, one would expect a large group of people from Ohio and Kentucky to be
quite similar, especially with Cincinnati being adjacent to the state border with Kentucky. The Ohio-Florida
simplex might be harder to justify, but given the very small population of their mutual sink West Virginia, it
might be the case that the similarity between Ohio and Florida is being overrepresented.
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Analysis of OH-KY-GA-FL cycle
0.90-sinks Estimated lower bound on migration True migration
WV
p1  0.90qpinfluxpWVqq  4597 mpFL, WVq  4964
mpOH, WVq  7548
[FL,GA]
AL
p1  0.90qpinfluxpALqq  10684 mpFL, ALq  12635
mpGA, ALq  18799
GA
p1  0.90qpinfluxpGAqq  24913 mpFL, GAq  38658
[KY,OH]
KY
p1  0.90qpinfluxpKYqq  9925
mpOH, KYq  12744
[GA,KY]
TN
p1  0.90qpinfluxpTNqq  15446 mpGA, TNq  16898
mpKY, TNq  16852
2-simplex
0.94-sinks Estimated lower bound on migration True migration
[FL,OH,KY] IN
p1  0.94qpinfluxpINqq  8640
mpFL, INq  11472
mpOH, INq  11588
mpKY, INq  11071
OH
p1  0.94qpinfluxpOHqq  12363 mpFL, OHq  18191
mpKY, OHq  19617
[FL,GA,KY] TN
p1  0.94qpinfluxpTNqq  9268
mpFL, TNq  10451
mpGA, TNq  16898
mpKY, TNq  16852
TABLE 2. Quantitative estimates on migrant flow, following the interpretation presented in
§7.3.1. In each row, we list a simplex of the form rsi , sj s (resp. rsi , sj , sl s for 2-simplices)
and any possible δ-sinks sk . We hypothesize that sk receives at least p1  δ qpinfluxpsk qq
migrants from each of si , sj (resp. si , sj , sl )—these lower bounds are presented in the third
column. The fourth column contains the true migration numbers. Notice that the [FL,GA]
simplex appears to show the greatest error between the lower bound and the true migration. Following the interpretation suggested earlier in §7.3.1, this indicates that Florida and
Georgia appear to have strong coherence of preference, relative to the other pairs of states
spanning 1-simplices in this table.
1-simplex
[FL,OH]

F IGURE 20. 0 and 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes for U.S. migration data
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1-simplex
[CA,OR]
[OR,WA]
[AZ,UT]
[ID,UT]
[ID,WA]
[AZ,CA]
2-simplex
[OR,WA,UT]

Analysis of WA-OR-CA-AZ-UT-ID cycle
0.87-sinks Estimated lower bound on migration
OR
p1  0.87qpinfluxpORqq  14273
OR
p1  0.87qpinfluxpORqq  14273
UT
p1  0.87qpinfluxpUTqq  9517
ID
p1  0.87qpinfluxpIDqq  7519
ID
p1  0.87qpinfluxpIDqq  7519
AZ
p1  0.87qpinfluxpAZqq  27566
0.92-sinks Estimated lower bound on migration
ID
p1  0.92qpinfluxpIDqq  4627

True migration
mpCA, ORq  18165
mpWA, ORq  29168
mpAZ, UTq  10577
mpUT, IDq  7538
mpWA, IDq  10895
mpCA, AZq  35650
True migration
mpOR, IDq  6236
mpWA, IDq  10895
mpUT, IDq  7538
[AZ,CA,ID] UT
p1  0.92qpinfluxpUTqq  5856
mpAZ, UTq  10577
mpCA, UTq  8944
mpID, UTq  6059
TABLE 3. Quantitative estimates on migrant flow, following the interpretation presented
in §7.3.1. The entries in this table follow the same rules as those of Table 2. Notice that
the [OR,WA] and [AZ,CA] simplices show the greatest error between the lower bound and
the true migration. Following the interpretation in §7.3.1, this suggests that these two pairs
of states exhibit stronger coherence of preference than the other pairs of states forming
1-simplices in this table.

Our analysis shows that by using Dowker persistence diagrams for exploratory analysis of migration
data, we can obtain meaningful lower bounds on the number of residents from different states who share a
common migration destination. An interesting extension of this experiment would be to study the persistence
barcodes of migration networks over a longer range of years than the 2010-2011 range that we have used
here: ideally, we would be able to detect changing trends in migration from changes in the lower bounds
that we obtain.
7.4. Global migration. For our next example, we study data from the World Bank Global Bilateral Migration Database [ÖPSW11] on global bilateral migration between 1990 and 2000. This dataset is available
on http://databank.worldbank.org/. As in the case of the U.S. migration database, we begin
with a set C  tc1 , c2 , . . . , c231 u of 231 global regions and a function m : C  C Ñ Z , where mpci , cj q
represents the number of migrants moving from region ci to region cj . We define a network pC, ωC q, with
ωC given by:
ωC pci , cj q  f



mpci , cj q
ci PC,ij mpci , cj q

°

if ci

 cj ,

ωC pci , ci q  0,

ci , cj

P C,

where f pxq  1  x. The 0 and 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes that we obtain from this
network are provided in Figure 22. Some of the 0 and 1-dimensional persistence intervals are tabulated in
Tables 4 and 5.
We interpret connected components, simplices, cycles and boundaries for the Dowker sink complexes
constructed from the global migration data just as we did for the U.S. migration data in §7.3.1.
We draw the reader’s attention to two interesting features in the persistence barcodes of the global migration dataset. First, the 0-dimensional barcode contains many short bars (e.g. bars of length less than 0.2). In
contrast, the shortest bars in the 0-dimensional barcode for the U.S. migration data had length greater than
0.65. In our interpretation, which we explain more carefully below, this observation suggests that migration
patterns in the U.S. are relatively uniform, whereas global migration patterns can be more skewed. Second,
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F IGURE 21. U.S. map with representative cycles of the persistence intervals that were highlighted in Figure 20. The cycle on the left appears at δ1  0.87, and the cycle on the right
appears at δ2  0.90. The red lines indicate the 1-simplices that participate in each cycle. Each red line is decorated with an arrowhead si Ñ sj if and only if sj is a sink for
the simplex rsi , sj s. The blue arrows point towards all possible alternative δ-sinks, and are
interpreted as follows: Tennessee is a 0.90-sink for the Kentucky-Georgia simplex, West
Virginia is a 0.90-sink for the Ohio-Florida simplex, and Alabama is a 0.90-sink for the
Georgia-Florida simplex.
because there are many more 1-dimensional persistence intervals, it is easier to find a 1-cycle that becomes
a boundary due to a single mutual sink, i.e. due to an especially strong “attractor” region.
For the first observation, consider a 0-dimensional persistence interval r0, δ q, where δ is assumed to
be small. Formally, this interval represents the persistence of a 0-cycle that emerges at resolution 0, and
becomes a 0-boundary at resolution δ. One can further verify the following: this interval represents the
resolutions for which a 0-simplex rci s, ci P C remains disconnected from other 0-simplices, and δ is a
resolution at which ci forms a 1-simplex with some cj P C. Recall from §7.3.1 that this means the following:
either there exists a region ck R tci , cj u which receives at least p1  δ qpinfluxpck qq migrants from each of
ci and cj , or ck  ci (or cj ) and ck receives over p1  δ qpinfluxpck qq migrants from cj (resp. ci ). The first
case cannot happen when δ 0.5, because this would mean that ck receives strictly over 50% of its migrant
influx from each of ci and cj . Thus when δ 0.5, we know that ck  ci (or ck  cj ), and ck receives over
50% of its migrant influx from cj (resp. ci ). For very small δ, we then know that most of the migrants into
ck arrive from cj (resp. ci ).
For convenience, let us assume that δ
0.2, that ck  ci , and that ck receives over 80% of its migrant
influx from cj . This might occur for a variety of reasons, some of which are: (1) there might be war
or political strife in cj and ck might be letting in refugees, (2) ck might have achieved independence or
administrative autonomy and some residents from cj might be flocking to ck because they perceive it to be
their homeland, and (3) cj might be overwhelmingly populous in comparison to other neighboring regions
of ck , so that the contribution of cj to the migrant influx of ck dominates that of other regions.
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Notice that neither of the first two reasons listed above are valid in the case of U.S. migration. The third
reason is valid in the case of a few states, but nevertheless, the shortest 0-dimensional persistence interval
in the U.S. migration dataset has length greater than 0.65. In other words, the minimal resolution at which a
1-simplex forms in the U.S. migration data is 0.65. This in turn means that there is no state in the U.S. which
receives over 35% of its migrant influx from any single other state. Based on this reasoning, we interpret
the migration pattern of the U.S. as “diffuse” or “uniform”, and that of the world as a whole as “skewed” or
“biased”. This makes intuitive sense, because despite the heterogeneity of the U.S. and differences in state
laws and demographics, any resident can easily migrate to any other state of their choice while maintaining
similar legal rights, salary, and living standards.
In Table 4, we list some short 0-dimensional persistence intervals for the global migration dataset. For
each interval r0, δ q, we also include the 1-simplex that emerges at δ, the δ-sink associated to this 1-simplex,
and our lower bound on the migrant influx into this sink. Note that the error between the true migration
numbers and our predicted lower bounds is explained in §7.3.1. Also notice that many of the migration
patterns provided in Table 4 seem to fit with the suggestions we made earlier: (1) political turmoil in the
West Bank and Gaza (especially following the Gulf War) prompted many Palestinians to enter Syria, (2)
Greenland and Macao are both autonomous regions of Denmark and China, respectively, and (3) India’s
population far outstrips that of its neighbors, and its migrant flow plays a dominating role in the migrant
influx of its neighboring states.
For the second observation, recall from our discussion in §7.3.1 that whenever we have a 1-cycle involving
regions c1 , . . . , cn that becomes a 1-boundary at resolution δ ¥ 0 due to a single mutual sink cn 1 , we know
that cn 1 receives at least p1  δ qpinfluxpcn 1 qq migrants from each of c1 , . . . , cn . As such, cn 1 can be
perceived to be an especially strong attractor region. In Table 5 we list some 1-cycles persisting on an
interval rδ0 , δ1 q, their mutual δ1 -sinks, our lower bound on migration flow, and the true migration numbers.
The reader is again encouraged to check that the true migration agrees with the lower bounds that we
predicted. We remark that the first row of this table contains a notable example of a strong attractor region:
Djibouti. Djibouti is geographically located at a crossroads of Asia and Africa, and is a major commercial
hub due to its access to the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean. As such, one would expect it to be a destination
for many migrants in the Horn of Africa, as well as a transit point for migrants moving between Africa and
the Middle East.
The Oceania cycle listed in the fourth row of Table 5 can likely be discarded; the very small migrant
influx of Samoa indicates that it attractiveness as a sink state is being overrepresented. The second row lists
China as a strong attractor, which is reasonable given its economic growth between 1990 and 2000, and as a
consequence, its attractiveness to foreign workers from neighboring countries. The third row lists Vietnam
as a strong sink, and one reason could be that in the 1990s, many refuges who had been displaced due to the
Vietnam War were returning to their homeland.
We also illustrate the emergence at δ0 for some of these cycles in Figure 23.
8. D ISCUSSION
In this paper, we have provided a complete description of the Rips and Dowker persistence diagrams of
general networks. The stability results we have provided give quantitative guarantees on the robustness of
these persistence diagrams. We have provided examples suggesting that Dowker persistence diagrams are
an appropriate method for analyzing general asymmetric networks. For a particular class of such examples,
the family of cycle networks, we have fully characterized the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams.
We have provided a proof of Dowker duality, as well as an analogous but strictly stronger result for Dowker
hierarchical clustering methods. Finally, we have implemented our methods on a variety of simulated and
real-world datasets, and provided interpretations for our results.
We believe that the story of “persistent homology of asymmetric networks” has more aspects to be uncovered. Of particular interest to us is the analysis of alternative methods of producing simplicial complexes
from asymmetric networks, for example, the directed flag complex construction of [DHR 16]. Some other
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F IGURE 22. Dowker persistence barcodes for global migration dataset.
Interval r0, δ q
[0.0,0.03)
[0.0,0.04)
[0.0,0.05)
[0.0,0.05)
[0.0,0.06)
[0.0,0.06)
[0.0,0.10)
[0.0,0.11)
[0.0,0.15)
[0.0,0.16)

Short bars in 0-dimensional global migration barcode
1-simplex
δ-sink(s)
Lower bound on migration
[India, Sri Lanka]
Sri Lanka
p0.97qpinfluxpLKAqq  383034
[India, Bangladesh]
Bangladesh p0.96qpinfluxpBGDqq  927270
[India, Nepal]
Nepal
p0.95qpinfluxpNPLqq  927270
[India, Pakistan]
Pakistan
p0.95qpinfluxpPAKqq  2508882
[India, Bhutan]
Bhutan
p0.94qpinfluxpBTNqq  30206
[Denmark, Greenland]
Greenland
p0.94qpinfluxpGRLqq  6792
[Greece, Albania]
Albania
p0.90qpinfluxpALBqq  67008
[Timor-Leste, Indonesia]
Timor-Leste p0.89qpinfluxpTLSqq  8246
[West Bank and Gaza, Syria] Syria
p0.85qpinfluxpSYRqq  455515
[Macao, China]
Macao
p0.84qpinfluxpMACqq  201840

True migration
mpIND, LKAq  384789
mpIND, BGDq  936151
mpIND, BGDq  936151
mpIND, PAKq  2512906
mpIND, BTNq  30431
mpDNK, GRLq  6808
mpGRC, ALBq  67508
mpIDN, TLSq  8334
mpPSE, SYRq  458611
mpCHN, MACq  203877

TABLE 4. Short 0-dimensional Dowker persistence intervals capture regions which receive
most of their incoming migrants from a single source. Each interval r0, δ q corresponds to
a 0-simplex which becomes subsumed into a 1-simplex at resolution δ. We list these 1simplices in the second column, and their δ sinks in the third column. The definition of
a δ-sink enables us to produce a lower bound on the migration into each sink, which we
provide in the fourth column. We also list the true migration numbers in the fifth column,
and the reader can consult §7.3.1 for our explanation of the error between the true migration
and the lower bounds on migration.

interesting questions relate to cycle networks: we would like to obtain (1) a characterization of the kdimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of cycle networks for k ¥ 2, and (2) a characterization of the
Rips persistence diagrams of cycle networks for any dimension k ¥ 1.
We perceive that combining the results in our work with the established literature on modeling social
phenomena via topological methods [Atk75] can be a powerful method for obtaining new insights in the
social sciences. It is our belief that just as persistent homology has made a marked societal and academic
impact via its application to metric data, it will continue to do so in the context of network analysis.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by NSF grants IIS-1422400 and CCF-1526513. We thank
Santiago Segarra for providing the U.S. economy dataset used in §7.2.
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Interval rδ0 , δ1 q
[0.73,0.98)

1-cycles with single mutual sink in global migration data
Regions involved
Mutual δ1 -sink(s) Lower bound on migration
Djibouti—Ethiopia—Eritrea—
Djibouti
p0.02qpinfluxpDJIqq  1738
Uganda—Somalia

[0.77,0.94)

China—Thailand—Philippines

China

[0.75,0.89)

China—Indonesia—Malaysia

Vietnam

[0.86,0.93)

American Samoa—New
Zealand—Samoa—Australia

Samoa

Kiribati—Papua New
Guinea—Australia—United
Kingdom—Tuvalu

Not applicable

[0.77,0.92)

True migration
mpERI, DJIq  3259

mpETH, DJIq  25437
mpSOM, DJIq  41968
mpUGA, DJIq  1811
p0.06qpinfluxpCHNqq  12858 mpTHA, CHNq  14829
mpPHL, CHNq  17828
p0.11qpinfluxpVNMqq  4465 mpCHN, VNMq  8940
mpIDN, VNMq  10529
mpMYS, VNMq  4813

p0.07qpinfluxpWSMqq  397

mpASM, WSMq  1920

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

mpNZL, WSMq  1803
mpAUS, WSMq  404

TABLE 5. Representative 1-cycles for several intervals in the 1-dimensional persistence
barcode for the global migration dataset. Each of the first four cycles has the special property that it becomes a boundary due to a single sink at the right endpoint of its associated
persistence interval. This permits us to obtain a lower bound on the migration into this
sink from each of the regions in the cycle. The last row contains a cycle without this special property. The font colors of the persistence intervals correspond to the colors of the
highlighted 1-dimensional bars in Figure 22.
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